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The Evening Cltlten, in Advance, $ par year.
Delivered by Carrier, 60 cant par month.

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO. WEDNESDAY EVENING. DECEMBER 12. 190G

VOL. 20. NO. 298.

TEACHING THE YOUNG IDEA TO SHOOT

PRESIDENT GIVES HIS NOMINATIONS
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Dissolution Unless It Grants Neither Inclined to Give Way.
Appropria.Supplementary
Government Is Supported
by
Government.
by Authority.
tions Asked

CARE
Senator Raynor Again Speaks
Against President's
Jap

CHURCHES TAkToRDERS

,TWO AMERICANS MARRY IN

FROM ROMAN

VATICAN

INGRESS TO TAKE ITS
Trouble In Church as to Succession at Montreal.

Plan Is Proposed to Make
olic Services Comply
the Present Law.

;Canada.
Berlin, Dec. '12. Emperor William
has authorized Chancellor Von Bue-lo.to dissolve the reichstag and order a new election tf supplementary
appropriations asked for 'by the government are not granted by the
house.
LADY WEDS

AMERICAN

IN LONDON. ENGLAND.
Dec. 12. Wedding bells

London,.
,

"'

pealed in the famous St. George
church, Hanover Square, here this
morning and society folk from Park
Lane and fashionable London turned
out to witness the marriage of Miss
Evelyn Blgelow and J. F. AloysuU
Clark. Though tooth are Americans
they are well known in London society and several officers of the
Orenadier Guards, the Coldstreams,
the Fourteen Hussars and His Majesty's Life guard were present in full
dress uniform. MSss Bigelow is an
attractive and accomplished young
woman and was Introduced to London
society two years ago where she made
a decided lilt. Mr. Clark is well
known in the financial circles of New
York and Boston. He Is- a member of
the brokerage firm of Charles A.
Morse and company of New York, a
member of several fashionable clubs
and a skillful whip. Miss uigelow's
attendants included Mis White, daughter of Percy White: Miss Evelyn
r
of Lady
Thornhlll,
Russell; Miss Florence Paddleford,
Miss Belle Sassoon, daughter of u
former lord mayor or London; Miss
Lawronce, niece of Lord
Miss
Lawrence;
Lillie Earnhani,
niece of Lord Edward Pelham Clinton; Miss Evelyn Dillon, niece of
Ixtra Dllllon, and Miss Georgia Apple-toof New York. Lord Venty Lord
and Lady Barrymore and Lord and
Lady LIstowel were present at the
ceremony. The wedding breakfast
was served at the residence of Mrs.
Bigelow oa Manchester street.
Mr.
Clark and his bride after a trip
through the south of France and
Italy will' go to New Y'ork where
they will occupy No. 13 East Thirty-eigh- t
otreet. formerly the home of
Mrs. Adolf Ijidenburg.
grand-daughte-

Le-ttl-

n

MONTREAL

'

CHURCH

RECESS BEGINNING 20TH
More Work For Navy Yards of the
Nation Is Opinion of
Admiral Gapps.
Washlngtn, D. C, Dec. 12. "It is
the present intention to have' Cortel-yotake charge of the treasury port-

u

Mon-tagini-

DISPUTE CONSIDERED.
Montreal, Dec. 12. Eugene
La
Fleur K. C. has submitted
n opin
ion at the request of the priests of
the Church of St. John, the evangelist respecting the right of succession
of the Right Rev. James Caruilchael
to the hishopic of Montreal. In effect
counsels opinion is that he considers
that serious complications may he
apprehended if the succession to the
See is not established by a new
clause under the canons in force.
Rev. French, protested against Bishop
Carmiciiwcl 'being accorded the right EXPELLED SECRETARY REof
on the ground that his
FUSES TO MAKE STATEMENT.
- i .i.l
t'Lwvt if n .ho- ,
in A.f.,ij.ti 10110
Turin, Italy, Dec. 12.Monsignor
was Illegal, not being in accordance Montagnini, secretary of the papal
with the constitution, which required nunciature at Paris, who was exan alteration adopted at a meeting to pelled from France yesterday, arrived
be confined at the next meeting of here and continued towards
Rome,
the Synod, which was not done. Ow- - after refusing to see anyone.
ing to no notice having been taken
or their protest by membeTS of the AN IRISH POLITICIAN
TO FOUND UNIVERSITY.
houwe of ibishops, beyond a formal
Dublin, Dec. 12. There was a very
acknowledgement by the senior bishop
of prominent educaend no hearing of the case having larget meeting
been accorded by the ecclesiastical tionalists in the Rotunda last night
authorities, and owing to the efforts to discuss the new education hill.
, having failed to secure by conference Resolutions were passed calling on
government
to convert
the
a settlement 'of 'he matter the Rev. the
M. Wood and Rev. French feel that Queen's college cork Into a university
they have now no recourse but to the for Minister William O'Brien announccivil courts. The dispute Is attract- ed that 'he aud his wife intended to
ing considerable attention and if tak- bequeath all they were worth towards
en to court will reveal the whole his- the endowment of a cork university.
Mr. O'Brien, as a journalist, member
tory of the dispute.
of parliament sud author Is perhaps
the most popular man in Ireland. His
THE SECRETARY OF STATE
Mdlle Raffalovleh of
LAVISHLY ENTERTAINED. wife was a
Now York. Dec. 12. At the annual Paris, daughter of the famous banker
of
that name.
banquet of the Pennsylvania society
in the Waldrof Astoria here tonight STRAIGHT
LINF TO
Secretary of State Rlihu Root was
THE GULF PLANNED.
the honored guest. This Is the eight
Kausas City, Dec. 12. Surveyors
annual gathering of the society aud are at work planning
which
yew after year men, prominent in will run straight as a line
the crow flies
tollers, peditics and art receive recog- from this city to Denison
the gulf.
nition. This year the banquet is tend" The Missouri river and onGulf
railrecognition
in
Mr.
Root
to
of
erd
road .ere
projectors of thei new
his national services as secretary of road. Thetheengineers have
been Intate aud as a tribute tt the brilliant structed to eliminate
even at
success of Lis repeat notable Journey the expense of making curves
deep cuts and
to the republics of South America. heavy fills.
The dinner last year was in honor
of the Wcentenany of the binli of COMPETING FOR FAT
Beuj. Fraaklin fco the committee d.i!
GOVERNMENT JOB.
would he a peculiar
Brooklyu. N. Y., Dec. 12. Thi- - Unicided that ilie-r- t
propriety in following that great fes-- ted States civil service are today hold
tival by tendering homage to his suc- ins an examination of candidates for
cessor iu the grat work of American the position of chief engineer of the
diplomacy. Bishop Henry C. Potter, ' United States court nous- and
proxiUeut, aud the 60U who were pre.---building at Louisville, Kentucky.
ent have niade their name in the bis- The position is worth ll.f.Oo r anfory of !.- - country.
num ami pickings.

,
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folio March 4," said Senator Aldrlch,
who talked with the president today
about Cortelyou's nomiatlon as secre
tary of the treasury, which was held
up by the senate finance committee
yesterday, because no date was specified es to when the nomination would
becomci effective.
The senator said
that the omission of date was an over
sight.
As a result of the conference
A id rich and the president, the
nomination of Von Misyer to be postmaster general and Garfield to be secretary of ' the Interior will also he
dated to take effect March 4. Alteration will also be made in the form of
the nomination of Attorney General
Moody to he associate Justice of ,ae
supreme court, Secretary of the Navy
Bonaparte to he attorney
general,
Secretary of Commerce and "Labor
Metcalf to he secretary of thenavy,
and Oscar Strauss to be secretary of
commerce and labor. These nominations will take effect December 24.
Additional Nominations,
The president today sent the following nominations to the senate:
Ambassador extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary, Henry White of
Rhode Island to France; Lloyd C.
Crtscom of Pennsylvania to Italy;
John W. Riddle of Minnesota to Russia; Irving B. Dubley of California to
Brazil.
Senator Raynor on Japs.
Caustic
criticism of
President
Roosevelt's position on thy Japanese
question prefaced Senator Raynor's
discussion in the senate today, of the
constitutional question involved. If
the military and civil forces of the
government are to be used by the
president, Raynor said, it becomes
very Important to know the exact
power of the president in the matter,
"because," hei said, "it is quite a serious matter in view of the great calamity that has lately heallen ine
city of San Francisco, for the president to contemplate the 'bombarding
of thf city at this time, and to declare 'his intention to proceed against
the country school trustees of California, if there is no Justification or
pretext upon which such ferocious
proceedings can be undertaken. The
president is exercising a great many
functions the executive, the legislative and the Judicial, lawful and unlawful, constitutional and unconstitutional. If he c3n take possession of
the schools of California and compel
that state to admit Japanese students
contrary to the laws of California,
he can with equal propriety send us
an amendment to the Santo Domingo
treaty and demand the admission of
the negro children of Santo Domingo
into the white schools of South Carolina or any other state of the union.''
Raynor contended that the power
of a state' to regulate its public
school system is logically among its
powers, and that the government has
no right in any treaty to provide that
citizens of forelga buds shall posset's
privileges in the public schools of a
state that are prohibited by the laws
or constitution of the states in which
they are claimed.
Plea for Navy Yards.
The ability of the government navy
yards to turn out warships equal in
all respects to those built under contract, in the opinion of Admiral Capps
chief of the bureau of construction for
the navy in his annual report has
been fully demonstrated. He urges
that at least one yard on the Pacific
coast and one on the Atlantic should
be given a reasonable proportkm of
new construction in order that such
yards may always lie available for
any work which the gorernrrMjnt may
desire. Hei recommends the building
of additional dry docks, capable of
docking the largest vessels at hoth
Norfolk and Pensacola, aud for the
enlarging and rebuilding of dry dock
No. 3 at the New York navy yard.
Senate Call for Information.
Washington, Dec. 12. The
euate
today adopted a resolution calling on
the president to furnUh information
and all correspondence relative to the
seizure by the Mexican government
of the fishing schooner Silas Stearns.
Adjourns for Two Weeks.
The house today Adopted a
resolution to adjourn for the
Christmas holidays on December 20
to January 8.
New Treaty With Japan.
A
ai laid before the
le-twe-

itucr-etsaio-

i

j

So Damaged in Roof by Passing
Vessels That Its Repalrls
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New York, Dec. 12. At a meeting
of the directors of the Great Northern railroad, it was voted, to authorise
an Increase of $60,000,000 In the pre
ferred stock. The present amount of
stock outstanding is nearly $150,000.-00So the new Issue will bring the
SUPERSTITIOUS IDEA
total up to $210,000,000. The purpose
of the new issue was not given la
the statement being made that
OF HOTEL CLERKS detail,
It is "to finance capital requirements
of the Great Northern for the next
two years."
According to a statement given, out
Close the Register if You today the proceeds of the sale of new
im.tv to w w ubvu
ivi tui
Want the House
tions. Improvements, equipments and
additions to existing lines, end for
"Hoodooed."
the acquisition by purchase of their
securities or otherwise of such lnea
as the directors may decide to be
BARTENDERS HAVE ONE. TOO necessary."

senate today by the vice iprenirient at
the request of Senator Gearin, giving MUTUAL RESERVE MEN
It as the consensus of opinion of the
senate that negotiations he entered
Into with Japan to definitely define
HAVE THEIR SAIL
the rights of each country under the
existing treaty, with a view to securing such modifications of this
tremty as will absolutely prohibit tho
I
entrance into the. Unlte-St sites of
Japanese coolies. No action taken
on the resolution.
Congo Free State Barbarities.
The Congo Free State resolution After Conviction of Counsel
Introduced by Senator Lodge was
For Their Company on
taken up today ,hy the Benate committee on foreign relations. Most of the
Same Charge.
who
time was occupied by
read leng letters reciting the alleged
CHICAGO MUST ABANDON
brutalities In the Congo country. The
ONE OF HER TUNNELS
Young
if
Curious
Man
Inquires
consideration of the resolution will COAL DEALERS ARE
Chicago, Dec. 12. It was decided
be continued.
today by the tgleera employed hy the
They Carry Spirit
INDICTED IN OMAHA
city that the tunnel under- - the Chicago river at La Salle street must he
Charms.
abandoned. For years the tunnel has
GILLETTE IS TAKEN TO New Y'ork, Dec. 12. The ball of
been an obstruction to navigation as
Frederick A. Burnham, president of
"Certain superstitions attach to Us roofs are so high that deep
the Mutual Reserve Life Insurance evfTy occupation," observed the man draught vessels heavily loaded almost
company, and George D. Bldrldge, with tho black cigar tilting it at an
AUBURN PRISON
Invariably strike its roof. The war
vice president of the Mine company, angle wihlch threatened to strike the department
ordered the tunnel lowerboth of whom were undir Indictment lighted
of it against the derby ed and the work 'has heen in progress
on the charges f forgery and larceny, rim Justend
s love his eyes, "and hotel
was increased hy Justice Green baum clerks and bartenders have theirs just tihat the roof was so, badly damaged
F0RDEATH
s
Burn-ham'supreme
in the
court today.
like other people."
by pounding it has received fro in the
hall was fixed at $20,000, and
"For example," he went on, "if you vessels as to he incapable of repairs.'
Bldiidge'8 a $16,000. Both gave the want
to make angry the urbane young antt they have therefore recommend'
required.
man of the white vest who presides ed it to le abandoned.
Newspaper Men Arrested for bonds
request
was
This action
taken on
ovtr the destinies of Uje 'book of
he district, ettorney following the itre (hv meant tne notei register; FIGHT OF DECEMBER 5
Circulating FaTs
,
Buva-hamconviction yesterday of George
just walk over there and closg
AN IMPORTANT VICTORY
Jr. general counsel for the comof GHetto Trial.
,
No one volunteered to leave his
Manila, Dec. 12. The full reports!
pany, on the charge of larceny, under comfortable
to test from the Island of Leyte show that
hotel office
which ihe had been Indicted, with the theory; It wias Just chair
dinner the fight of December 6 was an
after
Eldrldge.
Frederick A. Burnham and
victory. Four Pulajane leaders
and they lhad been well fed.
HAKTJE 15 REFUSED A
However, the curious your.g man were killed,-leavin- g
one lmpor.only
.
I .... .
HEAVY AFTER
a no ,..,...!!
from "back oast" decld-eho could lane- ciue at,. itti
uuiiuiiH iwot
DIVORCE FROM WIFE HOT AND
CONSPIRING COAL DEALERS see no reason why the lerk could
...-'.
Omaha, Dec. 12. After being out reasonably object to his closing the 43 killed.
In the case of S. register. '
two
days,
the
Jury
NATIONAL CIVIC FEDERAHerkimer, N. Y., Dee. 12 Chester B.
president of the Omphu
House Is "Hoodooed."
TION COVENTION.
E. Gillette wast taken from Jail today coal Howeh
company
exchange,
charged
in
New Y'ork, Dec. 12. The annual
by Sheriff Klock and a deputy and with seventy-nine- "You can't eh." sniffed he of the
of
members
other
started for the Auburn prison at noon. maintaining a trust in violation of black cigar contemptuously.
"Well meeting of the National Civic FederaWhile waiting at the railroad station state law, returned a verdict of guilty I've known hotel clerks to quit their tion was held In the Park Avenue
Gillette was surrounded hy a crowd thU morning. Tho case will be ap- Jobs because sonwone who Isn't used hotel here tonight. August Belmont
,
Of JHHjple.
the presided and among those who de
pealed. This is the first trial under to frequenting hostelrles closel betlivered addresses were Andrew Carregister.
They
any
know
didn't
practhe Indictment, which Includes!!
negie,
Grover Cleveland,
ARRESTED BECAUSE THEY
be
never
ter.
would
hotel
A
habitue
every dealer hi the city. The
Archbishop Ireland,
Straus,
Oscar
CIRCULATED FALSE NEWS. tically
such
guilty
a
trick."
of
'i'.3A
indicated its intention of
court
all Samuel Gompers, president of the
"And th tit Isn't all. I've
New York, Dee. 12. W. B. Master-son- , trying each defendant separately and
and
the drummers
and other regular American Federation of
United States deputy marshal; the next case will he called Monday.
guests get up and leave the house John Mitchell, president of the mine
Win. K. Lewis and Henry Cary, editors of the New York Morning Tele- THE PUGET SOUND
and never return, too, so I suppose workers. The questions discussed
t.lbfi superstition
graph, were arrested today, charged
has a few apostles were of the proper regulation of vast
SALMON FISHERY. among
traveling
fraternity as fortunes and accumulations of wealth;
with "criminal contempt of court In
the
Sen
Wash., Dec. 12. There Is
circulating false and grossly Inac- dangerttl..that
as
well
hotel
clerks."
He shifted the preseut labor crisis; child labor
the
the great food lish, the
In factories etc.
cigar.
curate reports of the Gillette trial."
the
Fockeye salmon, of Puget Seund and
"The reason Is that when you cleise
tin- - Pacific coast will be exterminated.
HARTJE FAILS TO GET
the register It means the house is GREAT GATHERING OF
This fish furnishes the backbone of golag
DAIRYMEN IN MISSOURI.
DIVORCE FROM WIFE.
to have Wl luck. In other
the. Pacific coast fishing Industry, and
St. Joseph, Dec. 12. In the Lyceum
Pittsburg, Dec. 12. Judge Robert is caught almost entirely In the waters words the place Is 'hoodooed," some-thin.- ';
theatre here today dairymen from all
Is sure to happen.
Frazer handed down his decision to- of Puget Sound and Fraser river. The
"A dog howling at night Isn't In it parts of the states were in atendance
day In the Hartje divorce case. The catch is rapidly decreasing and will
with closing the 'book of lire' when the occasion being the annual conpetition of the husband. Augustus continue to do so unless lmediate
n
vention of the Interstate Dally associacomes to evil omens.
It
Hartje, was refused.
Is taken by foe state or federal
tion. E. H1. Welister. head of the
dog
night
a
at
howls
that
"When
government.
From over 1,500,000
dairy
division of the United States deIs
a
AMERICAN BASF.BALL
somebody
Indicates
slated
for
cases shipped hy the Puget Sound passage
over the river Styx, if you partment of agriculture delivered an
LEAGUE'S MEETING. canneries In 1901 the output up to
address on Improved dairying methods
believe the ancient and popular
Chlcaget, Dec. 12. The annual meet
has fallen to 100,000 cases.
and state dairying commissioners from
Ing of the American Baseball League
"You know what to look for then. Iowa, Kansas aud Missouri, describwill he held in the Auditorium Annex LARGE SUPPLY OF
to shut the ed the work leing done In theee
But If some one happe-nhere tonight. President Comlsky of
WINTER STRAWBERRIES. register,
Something
look
is sure states. There is a capital exhibition
out.
champions
j
new
Ban
world's
tho
and
New Y'ork, Dec. 12. A firm of fruit
you
know
What
It of modern dairy appliances. Over
occur
to
don't
and
charge
arrange,
of
the
Johnson have
merchants here have entered into an
ments. A very large attendance is agreement with a Tennessesse fruit Is going to be. The building may 3.00H persons are present.
direful catastrophe is PANAMA CANAL BIDS
expected. Plans for next year's ganws
for a large supply of strawber- take fire. Anyunseen
danger we dread
It's tho
will he discussed.
ries during the winter. S. E. Jeter, due. most.
RECEIVED TODAY.
That's the worst part
of Greeueflld, Tennessee,
has guar- tho It.
Washington, Dec. 12. Biela were reof
anteed the supply but the price Is so
ceived today In connection with the
Bartenders Superetitioue.
CHARLES MALLETT HAS 1'iohlliilive that they will .be soon oa
Panama canal construction. The con-trasupersti"Bartenders have their
no ot'.ier table but those or the Four
prodlves that each bidder must
tion,
too," he continued.
H uudred.
undertake the entire work or construe"
"A b3r is in had odor tho minute Hon. No
Is made to corporations
BEEN
FOUND
you turn a glass upside down on top associating larin the undertaking, but
FASHIONABLE MILITARY
WEDDING AT WASHINGTON. of It, especially U the glass happens tho order Is that they must he legalWashington, Dec. 12. In St. John's to be full of liquor.
ly organized Into a single body with
church here today the marriage took
has lost which the government can deal. A
"More than one jioor
GUILTY
place of Miss Marie Barnes end Lieu- his life in the old days because he certified check for $200,000 was detenant Mark Brooke, U. S. A. The wasn't wise to this little way of
posited with each proiiosal and the
wedding was a military affair, upIts successful hldd'er will lie required to
the bartender's feelings.
wards or eighty officers le;ing pre'seut. the worst Insult you can offer to the enter Into a bond of $3,uoo,000 for
Socorro County Grand Jury Re- Lieutenant Brooke though stationed man behind tho white apron who
the due and faithful perrormanet' of
Washington barracks is on tern-- ' manluplates the cash register. U tho
work.
ports Finding No Grounds For at
porary duty iu Cuba.
you
wish him bad luck;
means that
up
you
hope he will never fill
Alleged Election Frauds.
that
PICTURE OF FIRST
OCEAN YACHT RACE.
another glass on that particular
RAILROAD LABORER
which is 'hoodooed' Just like
I.ondon, Dec. 12. Julius Stewart,
COMMITS
SUICIDE.
you
whe'n
register.
Special to the Kvening
the hotel
close the
the American painter, is giving a priitiz'n.
The railroad laborer, who laid
The spell has tr be broken by a new vate view hero of the large canvass
Socorro. N. M.. Dec. 12. Charles
down on the railroad track near
bartender or the customers will all which he has painted for one of the
Mallett was found guilty In tho disyesteTday to get killed
leave the place."
members of the New York Yacht club.
trict court yesterday of carrying and 4e Gallup
sucwas
ho
was
sick,
localise
displaying
unnecessarily
"But what It the hotel clerk or tho It represents the start, from Sandy
firearms.
cessful.
succumbed
bis
He
to
bartender carries a piece or potato Ifcnik December 11, 18tiH, for the first
Mallett was a Chinese inspector at
Injuries, which consisted of a
dug In tlie dark of the moon or the ocea:i yacht rae'e. The three conSan Marcial and under the protection
or a United States badge carried a 4 severed leg and bruises, before
left Ul. id leg er a rabbit that was testants the Fleeting, the Henrietta,
ho could lie taken from the bag- large pistol. The charge made was
in a graveyard
killed
at midnight aud the Vesta figure In th. foregagt ear, In which he was
to the effect that he even carried the
on Friday February the 13th or a ground of the picture. This flue work
gun to church with him. It was also ' brought to this city to be taken
buckeye with two white spots oa it;" will be hung In the model room of the
to ;he hospital.
charged that he resisted
questioned the curious young man.
Deputy
club.
This is one of a few Instances
Sheriff Dryfus. who was sent to ar- ft
"Let's go In and ask the bartendrest him. K. L. Medler, who appeared ' where persons driven Insane by
or
er," euggtsteMi he
the black cigar. PRUDENCE CRANDALL'S MEMpain and illness hava committed
as attorney for Mallett, gave notice
ORY TO BE HONORED.
They
straightway
repaired t th?
suicide by throwing themselves
Wdterlmry, Conn., inc. 12.
that ho would ask for a new trial.
grill rexnn, presumably to inquire the
A foreon the railroad track.
The grand Jury has finished trotteitlcacy or spirit charms, liquid and rrudence Ciaadall, who died seventy-fiv- e
uiau of considerable experience
years ago, and who was imprisoning the charges of election frauds In
the oilier kind.
with the laborers or Mexico said
Socorro county, made ,y defeated
ed for teaching colored girls to read
this morning that it was not un-- !
Diphtheria in Long Island, N. Y.
democratic candidates, and reported
anil write is now about to be honorcommon for the so people to coinlinoklyn, Dec. 12. Owing to an ed by tills city. A big grauite boulder
that there U absolutely no grounds
cir-ft
mil suicide under the same
epidemic of diptheria In several parts rouga in structure is to l set up near
for the charges.
For years past the
or Long Island, a very large number her grave, which Is the last renting
uiustiinces which drove the man
democrats have been crying iraud iu
or schools have been closed by the place also of lOlder 1' I Khetdand,
who died on the train this mornSocorro county and this year they
lug to do. They have not tha
had the temerity l' tile charges beUard r health. A nuuioer or deaths who was imprisoiiel for helping Miss
en hi aire (o withstand pain.
are reported. The' disease Is
fore the grand jury, it is hoped nlut
Crandall In defUncv of the custom of
tht Investigation will satlsry them.
iier '.Hue.
0.

i

Paris, Dec. 12. The day of grace
granted to the churches of Paris in
the execution of the law providing
for the separation of church and
state, has been postponed until tomorrow In the measures for its enThe delay, however, has
forcement.
only served to increase the excitement caused by the expulsion from
France yesterday of Mgr.
secretary of the papal nunciature at Paris.
hegun
have been
Prosecutions
against the Uutramontaine abbes of
the churches of St. Pierre du Gros
Caillou, St. Augustine and St. Roch,
where the greatest resistance to taking inventories occurred, and it has
been decided to Immediately take
over the buildings belonging to the
ecclesiastics, to stop the pensions of
the clergy, to compel aspirants to the
priesthood to fill their military obligations,, aud, if necessary, to treat the
clergy as subjects of a foreign power.
This constitutes a sufficient demon
stration of the spirit with which the
government intends to meet resistance. ..
..
A single ray of hope iu the situa
tion is the application or Felix Kortin
for permission to hold religious meetings in all the churches.
It U said
that Cardinal Richard, archbishop of
Paris, at first declined to approve
Rodin's action, but later changed his
mind. It turns out that papers seized
at the papal nunciature yesterday and
placed in the government's bunds,
contain important
which
evidence
may prove exceedingly embarrassing
to the Vatican if open war takes
place. They luclude, besides ail diplomatic records covering the correspondence before the rupture with the Vatican, instructions from Cardinal Del
Vai, papal secretary of state, a mass
of letters from prelates all over the
world and letters in the handwriting
It
of deputies of the right party.
is asserted that the documents may
even prove the existence of a conspiracy.
Application Was Not Accepted.
The prefect of police during the
arternoon announced that the govern
ment had accepted the application of
M. Martinet, editor of, the Rennais-sance- ,
and Felix Rodin, for permission under the public meetings law of
1881, to hold religious meetings in
all the churches as beiit? in compli
ance with law. In other words, the
step taken provides ror the legallza
tion of Catholic services
In the
churches of Paris tomorrow.
LATER It was first announced
that the government had instructed
the prefect to accept the applications,
but it developed later that he only formally acknowledged their receipt and
decided that the general application
covering all chnrches was Irregular.

f
"WE
SHOULD
ESTABLISH
SHOOTINO GALLERIES IS ALL
OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS." PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT TO CONGRHSS.
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remarkable and pathetic letter
dressed to his wife.
Sarah Bernhardt

Radiant

at

OdK00OdK0000

ad-

a Saint.

numbers to see
Sarah rternhardt die In the role of
St. Teresa, In the white and palo
blue costume of a Carmelite nun. "It
Is a wonderful triumph of the art of
act lag," Is the consensus of opinion
among English critics who have seen
her. Sarah grows perceptibly more
saintlike, more ethereal, as tbe play
proceeds, until at the end, when dying under the dome of the splendid
cathedral which her devotion has raised, she looks a mere embodied spirit.
"La Verge d'Arvlla" Is a play of the
formidable sort. It consists of six
acts and alne tableaux, and requires
four hours to represent the life of a
sixteenth century saint. The story.
In verso. Is somewhat involved, but
the genius of the'' actress triumphs
over all obstacles.
With poetic
license the author of the piece has
given St. Tetvsa a romqnee. A priest,
turning Lutheran, seeks to draw her
from her convent. He would even
carry iter off by main force, but she
repels him with the indignation of
a lofty soul already wedded to the
church. Though in her power to save
him, and really loving him, she allows him to perish at the stake, that
he may find the cteraal light. It Is
a procession of wonderful pictures,
and Mme. Bernhardt, as the central
figure Is the incarnation of grace, perhaps the only living 'actress "who, as
a saint, could hold the Interest of a
Parish audience from 8 till midnight.
Romatic Secret of the Mansela.
The romantic story of the Mansel
baronetcy is revived by the Edlnburg
courts granting a "declaration of mar
riage" to Sir Edward Berkeley Mansel, thus setting the seal of legal approval to his claim to the title. A
striking feature of the story is the
renunciation of the title three years
ago by Sir Courteney Cecil Mansel,
the accepted baronet, in favor of als
uncle. Sir Edward, whose title Is now
confirmed. Soon after the nephew
suceded his lather, in 1892, he made
a startling discovery. A secret and
romantic chapter in his grandfather's
life became known to him. He learned for the first, time that his father
had brothers and sisters, and that
rightly 'his uncle, Edward Berkeley
Maasel, elder brother of his fathej by
the same mother, but previous to
regular mariage, ought to have succeeded in his father's place. In 1903
Sir Courteney saw a trust deed by
his grandfather recognizing Edward
as his eldest ,son, and Sir Courteney
at once chivalrously rellqulshed the
title. However, an obstacle to the
uncle's succession lay In the fact that
his parents marriage subsequently did
not legitimatize his own position, and
the question had still to be decided
whether by the peculiar customs of
Scotland he; could be regarded as
the lawful heir. The action of the
court, after three years' litigation,
granting a "declaration of marriage"
establishes his title. Hitherto Sir
Edward has not been recorded in the
peerages as more than a
official
claimant, but the decision at Edlnburg, of course, removes the bar
sinister.
Supplying the Demand for Queens.
The princesses of the English royal
family as lovely and womanly a
bevy of fair creatures as the example
of good Queen Victoria could have
vouchsafed are rapidly making conquests and are dividing up the royal
spoils of Europe. The presence of
Queen Maud in England serves as a
reminder of this fact and makes it interesting to note bow many of the
queens of Europe have been drafted
from these shores. The Czarina is
the daugbter of the Princess of Bat- youngest
tenburg, Queen Victoria's
daughter;
the Crown Princess of
Koumania is the ldest daughter of
the Duke of Edlnburg; the Queen of
Norway is Princess Maud that was;
Princess Margaret will one day be
the Queen of Sweden; a niece of King
Edward is the Crown Princess of
Greece. There are other English
princesses designed for similar peaot"
ful conquests, and there is no knowing how m'aay more crowns will be
laid at their feet.
American Boya in English Schools.
Marshall Field, the third, and his
brother Harry, transplanted scions of
a sturdy American family, are probably tbe wealthiest boys in England
today. Their mother, Mrs. Marshall
Field, Jr., has takea a house at Ash-bSt. Legers, and has sent her sons
to Rugby. The fact that they are
being prepared for college at one of
our great public schools must be accepted as another proof that Americans consider English colleges better
than those of the United States for
very young boys. Other American
boys of great expectations at school
over heiv are the son of Col. J. J.
Astor, who Is at Eton; Lady Paget's
twin hopefuls, and Mrs. Lawrence
Townsend's son, who are anioug the
large number of young Americans of
lesser note at Wellington coll-ge- .
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Jesuit Preacher Becomes One
of the Ages' Greatest of

Sensationalists.
BRIEF GLIMPSES

INTO

CRIME RECORD OF CITY

Sarah Bernhardt Captures Two
Countries In Her Sublime Personation of a Saint
(By William True Hawthorne.)
Special Correspondence.
London, Dec. 12. "Is the devil to
aye it all his ova way? Not a bit
wt It." Leastways, never so long as
.Father Bernard Vaughan lives to hurl
anathema with viirolic intent and dynamic vehemence. The challenge to
single eombat with the Evil One Is
culled from the eloquent London
fulest's publication in book form of
his recent remarkable sermons on the
"Sins of Society," in the preface to
wihich he makes rejoinder to the accusation that he himself resorts to
the wry sensationalism that he so
lately condemned on the part of LonSo far, however,
don journalism.
from resenting the taunt, he turns it
to effect. Admitting that he wanted
to make our flesh creep, he further
aaya:
"To be quite candid, I felt that I
bad got hold of those constituent elements in a man's being that go by
the name of feelings, of senses, and of
amotions, and I could not even hope,
especially in the height of the gay
eason, to make any spiritual change
In his godless life. Are not most men
drawn away from God by the senses?
If tills is so, why am I not to try
to bring them back again through the
senses? Is the devil to have it all
Not If I know it."
his own way
He denies having adopted a tone of
universal scolding, but confined fhis
deaunclatios, he says, "to that particular section of the community, the
vulgar rich, who haunt the neighborhood of Mayfalr," as being the worst
offenders of the moral code, with the
least excuse. Father Vaughan is a
member of the Jesuits, and his Justification of screaming sensationalism
as a means of saving souls is characteristically ingenious, yet tbe preface of his book will hardly serve to
remove tbe reproach that rests on him
In being dubbed "the prodigal preach-

er."

906 West Railroad avenue.
WANTED Your shoe repairing. Best
oak tanned leather. Work guaranteed. First, shop on East Railroad
avenne
WANTED People to go to P. H.
s
shoe repairDaniel for
ing. ' Corner Railroad avenue and

Cough
Our
s

....

Syrup White Pine
and Tar
Four ounce

will do it.

size, full strength, 25c
0

Alvarado
Pharmacy

Cor. Gold Ave. and 1st. 9

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

Painless Extracting
ALL

WORK

ffk

90 X.
$1.50 up mf
50o
JT

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

ft
II
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W

GUAR-

B. Fs COPPe
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.

PROPOSALS FOR WATER PIPE,
Fittings, Electrical Machinery, Building
Aliiiiaiierque.
Moterlsla. etc
4w

J

Mexico

19IG

Sealed proposals Dlsinlv marked on
the outside of the seale.l envelope.
Proposals for Water Pipe, etc., and
addressed to the undersigned at Albuquerque', New Mexico, will be received at the Indian School until 2 o'clock
p. m. of January 5, 1907, for furnishing and delivering to the school as required during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1907. ntout 38 toaa of cast
iron water pipe, 8 fire hydrants and
tees, crosses, ells, valves, etc., one
connected
triplet
direct.
uiiiud
power motor, one horizonto
tal centrifugsl pump belled to 5horse
power motor; also a quantity of brick,
lumber, builders' hardware, pig lead.
Jute packing, etc., ea per full list and
at the
obtainable
secifications
school. Bidders must state In their
bid the proposed price of each
to be offered umler contract.
All articles so offered to be subject to
rigid Inspection.
The right Is reserved to reject any or all bids or any
part of any bid if deemed for the best
Interests of the service. Each bid
by certified
must be accompaaied
check or draft made payable to the
order of the commissioner of Indian
affairs for at least 5 per cent of the
amount of the proposal, which check
or draft will be forfeited to the United
States in case a bidder receiving an
award shall fail to execute promptly
a satisfactory contract in accordance
with his bid. otherwise to be returaed
to the bidder. Bids accompanied by
cash. In lieu of certified check, will
not Ie considered.
For further In,
formation apply to BURTON B.
SUPERINTENDENT.
CUS-TEK-

With Every $5 Purchase

LANGER'S STORE

it rem n.
Lkc&Utie

iie feared lo tell bis wile

that ihey were living too extravagantly, Alfred I'earce,

tlerk, committed

a stock exchange
suicide. He left a

Oa Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Moraea,
Wagona and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE) RECEIPTS, aa low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly mad
and
strictly private. Time:
Oris month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonWANtiCI-Tdo your electrical re-- able. Call and see ns before borrowo
lairing or every maa. worn guar- ing.THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
anteed. Reliance Electric Co., 208 V4 Steamship
tickets to and from all
West Gold avenue
parts of the world.
enT
W ANTED Help rurnis'nea and
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
ployment of all kinds secured
315 West Railroad Ave.
promptly. Call on, write or phone
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Colburn's Employment agency. 109
Open Evenings.
toac cilvnr Avennn. Antn PhnnA 270
WANTED Your motors to InstalT
large or sman. vvorK guaranieau.
Reliance Electric Co., 208 to West
Gentlemen'! second-han- d
WANTED
clothing. No. 618 soum r irst street,
aouth of viaduct. Sena address and
will call. K. J. aweeney. proprietor.
WANTED A young man with refer
ence at the Brunswick pool room,
man.
must be a sober, industries
Good wages for the rlght mna. M.
Gussaroff, proprietor.
Iady to aaverUse our
WANTED
g(Knl8 locally. Several weeks home
work. Salary $12 per week, $1 a
day for expenses. Saunders Co., De8
partment W,
Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111.
Fe
Teams The Santa
WANTED
Gold & Copper Mining Co. wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
for other purposes. All good teams
making application will be Riven
work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintend
ent.

INTEREST

SOUTH FIRST

Every Article Guaranteed

ALLOWED

NEW MEXICO

ON

SAYINGS

With Ample Msans and Unsurpassed

DEPOSITS

tions, city water.

mi

$1,200.00

NJ.

for someone.
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.

POR TERFIELD CO.
110 West Oold Ave.

PROFESSIONAL

and

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS '
Solomon Luna. Presluent: W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J
Johnson, . .set.. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon
A. M. Blackwell. Geo. Arnot, O. E.

CARDS

Cro-awel-

,

i&if2i5;

Facilities.

Q

On Lowlands, cIobc in, sewer connec

This is a bargain

-

Capital 2nd surplus, $500,000

House

om

.

ALBUQUKRQU

46-4-

Christmas ". Gift
303

MONEY to LOAN

Gold avenue.

s

Full 8et of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

12, 1906.

HONTEZIKIA TRUST CO.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

5-Ro-

y

e

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

first-clas-

in its inception

Setting the Pace for Wickedness.
In Praise of Chamberlain's
Cough
Law And crime and publicly seem
Remedy.
to ie conspiring
with
Father
Vaughan to wholly undo the enviable
Tlwre is no other medicine manureputation London has long employed
factured that has received e much
praise and so many expressions of
union g the Old World capitals as a
gratitude
"slow town." While many are ready
as Chamberlain's Cough
growo confess that the- great city Is
Remedy. It is effective, and prompt
ing wickeder, not a few close observrelief follows its use. Grateful par-eat-s
everywhere do not hesitate to
ers bold that there is no downward
testify to its merits for the benefit
drift to perdition, but that the newspapers have a keener nose for the
of others. It is a certain cure for
croup and will prevent the attack if
biiarre and the sensational than they
degiven at the' first appearance of tbe
bad of old. As a result, the daily
velopments of the divorce and police
disease. It is especially adapted to
children og it Is pleasant to take end
itwrta ne exploited with a fidelity to
fact and detail, surmounted by luring
contains uothing injurious. Mr. E. A.
iteadlines, most deplorably at variance
Humphreys, a welt known resldest
with the way such matters wore forand clerk in the store of Mr. E. Iock
merly handled. As proof of what Lonof Alice, Cape Colony. South Africa,
says: "I have used Chamberlain's
don is capable of producing in tbe way
Cough Remedy to ward off croup and
of newspaper thrillers, take this brief
epitome that appeared in today's
colds In any family. 1 found it to be
vry satisfactory aad It gives me
(tapers, thorn of piquant description,
pleasure to recommend it." For sale
for example.
"I notice," suid the tall stranger by all druggists.
Guy de Maufas, who was grunted a
divorce, gave In court a graphic de- who had just entered the Greek tem"This is a fine room, a beautiful
scription of a thrashing he administer ple, American style, "that . you have
after which a sign over your" door saying, 'Shoes room. Mr. Justrick. but it needs some
ed to the
pictures."
he picked him ui and flung htm into Shined Inside.'
"Yeh," answered the first assistHang pictures over wall
"What!
the aea. The jury gave de Maufas
ant bootblack.
paier that cost me $r,oo: I guess
IMI.000 damages.
"Very foolish.
Sure to soil th not!"
was sentenced to
Richard Buck-maMayor
says
Should never be shined In"Dirty
ixilitlcs,"
death for the murder of Mr. and Mrs. hoUery.
Sehmltz. What other kind Is there?
Watson during a dispute over water side. Always outside. Good day."
KtiW)y. Distressing scents occurred
while the parents of the accused wtre
teuUfyine and strange stories were
told of Ituckham's sanity.
What the Judges described as a
"most shocking" case was that of a
shillings a
tailor turning twenty-fivweek, with ten children, who was
went to prison for Inability to pay
the rates collector. His home has since
been sold to pay rent.
Ueu. A. G. Hawkes. of th navy,
the son of a wealthy merchant, was
-- ATordered to pay $75'i for I. reach of
Jiromise of marriage. The facts were
of S3 unusual character.
John Chapman was sentenced to
death for tbe murder of Miss Walts,
bis sweetheart. He was out of work
and he and the girl agreed to commit suicide. She died of poison atur
he had carried her half a mile to
get relief.
Kilraor diary statetnets were made
In court during aa action by Manager
agaiiiKt
Jacobs, of "Wonderland,"
Miss Monks, a music hall singer, and
Owing to ilie ucct'tiKiiy of cliisiut; out the s axon's slock, and by
her husband lor money lent. Tne
virtue of small rentals, we will sell our full line of Gentlemen's and
charge agai"tt 'he actress wus disJ .adics'
furnishings at prices beneuib those of tbe big stores. Ov
missed.
While, one of the new minor fire
mid Ladles' suits and jackets ui exiri special rates.
was out for practice tbe
euglues
driver lobl control and the heavy machine dashed into a bouse, killing a
loy aad seriously injuring one of the
-

CITIZEN.

.CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Stop That

In the aBsence of anything oa the
rsMisil 9My sea Weekly ky
sitting out,
lxrndon
Publishing
Tbe Citizen
Company theater-goer- s stageareworth
running over to

EVENING

l.

LAWYERS.
DEPOSITORY

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
AGENTS WANTED.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque. N. M. Office, First National
mixWANTED Agents, canvassers,
ers, peddlers, street men, solicitors, Bank building.
E. W. Dobso.i.
mall order people, etc., should buy
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
Kramer's Book of Trade Secrets.
Regular price 13 but balance of last well Mock, Albuquerque, N. M.
edition is being sold for $1.25 as
DENTISTS.
long as they last. Every person
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
who is out of employmeat can make
more out of this book than a person
Dental Surgeon.
In ordinary business can on a capiRooms 2 and 3, Barnette Building,
tal of $10,000. Order quick. Sioux over O Rielly's Drug Sfore. Automatic
'phone 238. Appointments made by
Pub. Co., Sutherland, Iowa.
mall.
FOR Rt.T.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. 8.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
FOR RENT Ranch. Inquire of Mrs.
hours, 9:00 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
Dalton, Old Albuquerque.
James
NT
p.
m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. ApFOR-RENew
bouse, pointments
made by mall.
modern. 618 North Sixth street.
DR. D. E. WIL80N
rooms allu
FOR RENT Privute
Dentist.
lnwrd. 420 North Eleventh street.
Rooms 10, 12, 13, Occidental Life
FOR RENT Nicely lurnushed rooms Bldg., Cor. Railroad
and
with board. 422 North Sixth street. Broadway, Albuquerque, avenue
N. M. OfFOR RENT Nicely furnished room; fice hours. 8 to 12 A. M.; 1 to 9 P. M.
gentleman only. 723 West Copper Colo. Phone, 129.
avenue.
PHYSICIANS.
FOR RENT Furnished cottage flats;
very reasonable. Apply at lw Coal
DR. R. L. HUST.
avenue, east end of viaduct.
Office, 68, N. T. Armljo Bldg.
FOR RENT Four-rooTuberculosis treated with
cottage, furnished, at Lockhart ranch. Ten
Electrical Current and
minutes' walk from street car line. Germicide, Treatments
given each
FOR RENT OR SALE Hose at 202 day from 8 a. m. to p. m.. Trained
North Edith street. Inquire at Old nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Ton po8tofTice
FOR RENT Three nicely furnished Auto, 'phone 816.
Colo., Red 118.
rooms with bath for light house- A. BORDERS
k'eeying.
Inquire at this office,
Commercial Club Building. Black
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy, well fur
and White Hearse, $5.
rooms,
improvenished
with modern
ARCHITECTS.
ments. Apply at store, 522 East
Marquette avenue, corner of north
F. W. Spencer. Room 46 47, Barnett
Broadway.
Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
FOR KENT Several pleasant, newly 'hones.
furnished rooms, with bath and
CIVIL engineer!
electric light. 51D North Second
street.
J. R. Farwell.
FOR RENT Bright, sunny rooms for
Room 23, N. T. Armljo building.
light honsekeping; rent reasonable.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Inquire rear 524 West Railroad avenue.
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
y
FOR KENT A six room
Office with W. B. Childer8, 117 West
brick house, corner of Seventh Gold avenue.
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
at Lommorl & MattenccI, 624 West DO
YOU
WANT
Tl.leras avenue.

FOR THE ATCHISON. TQPEKA A SANTA FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

orricKRB and DirrmcToR
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cauhier
Director

U. 0. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
JPald Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

five-room-

Depository (or Atchison, Topeka

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Saala Fe Railway Company

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL

y

SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . .

$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts ot the Wor.l

We Want Your

Banking Business

DIRECTORS

O. N. Marron. Wm. Fair. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
D. II. earns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

two-stor-

FOR KENT Nicely fumisued rooms,
$1.25 to $1.50 per week; 2ac to 50c
per night.
Also rooms for light

housekeeping.
House,

524

Minneapolis
Tne
South Second street,

Albuquerque, N.

M.

TOR 8A"fc.
FOirSALE-Good,-

gentle cow. 701
South High street
FOR SA1.L Fine piauo, nearly new.
315 S. Third street.
rTOT'ifAXE5::egaui Ru'a'be" piano.
lail 5IZ South Broadway.
FOK SALE A good span of horses.
surrey and harness. No. 523 East
"

Railroad avenue.

FOIt SAIJS Aline combination
good for all purposes.
See

Trotter.

horse'
F.

F.

FOR S A I.I50uT M a jest lc raneTa ud
one heating stove.
Call at once.
428

SouthHlghstveet.

FOR'SALE Three acres, lluilfHrni
on north Fourth street.
Address
Mile End Place, Albuquerque.
FUR g a 0:TrernTrerTat a""sTi-"Ia- l
discount from now until the nd of
the year. Star Furniture Co., 214
Wesi Gold avenue.
FOR SALE Fourteeu-roohouse,
furnished or unfurnished, electric
light, city water. 315 S. Third St..
m

Mrs

r'Oll

M

A. Srhm-h-.

Olt TRADE
house No. "24 South Second
sireet for property In California.
Write .loha Krick, 431 East Second
strew, ung Beach. California.
FOK SALE Majority of stock in established and paying retail business. Incorporated. Owner wishes
to leave city. Address No. 1120,
SALE

Fifteen-i'ooj- ii

I'aiiy (Mtiten.
SALE General
uiei cujnalse
business on the El Paso and Southwestern In eastern
New
Mexico.
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine opportunity for right party. Can explain good reason for selling. Locality healthiest in New Mexico. Address inquiries to this paper.
OH SALE Rsnec.
c.d. R. Kelley
and sons having sold all their stock
ai
now offering their Due stock
ranch for sale. It is the best Improved ranch In the country. Has
o good wells, one of them has
niiiilmill and surface tank. It Is an
'deal Hbeep range. PostoMlce, Datil,
Socorro county, N. M. Ranch twen-'niileg west of Datil.

Foil

;. o. Basset of the city flie
FtM'ND
dc;iai incut yesterday picked up a
'
si.nie watch guard bearing the
may
or D. Willis. Owner
ibiiin,. Hi.' biiine by calling at this of

TO MAKE

MONEY?

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

If yon do write the Occidental Life
Insuraace Co. for full particular of

their inducements to energetic men
and women to sell its new guaranteed
dividend policy. . Some of our salesmen are making $200 a week. Why
can't you do it? Perhaps you can If
you will try. We want a hastling rep
resentative in every town in New
Mexico and Arizona. No get rich
quick schemes or gift enterprises but
a straight out and out guaranteed
contract from start to finish. Easy to
talk, easy to sell and honest la every
particular.
Occidental Life Insurance Co. of
New Mexico aad Arizona, home office
Albuquerque. N, M.
Mrs. Bambini, ac
209 West Railroad

scr parlors.

A Miraculous Curs.
The followiag statenw ut by H. M.
Adams and wife, Henrietta, Pa., will
interest
areuts and others. "A mir
aculous euro has taken place in our
home. Our child had eczema 5 years
and was proaounctxl incurable, when
we read about Electric Bitters, and
concluded to try It. Before the sec
ond bolt lis was all takn we noticed a
change for the letter, aud after tak-ia- g
7 bottles
he was completely
cured." H's up to date bhxxl medicine mid' lody building tonic. Guarantee!. :0c and $1.00 at all druggists.

Ask for JAFFA'S K RACK KREAf
BREAD and take no other.

MOTT'S

WwkneM. irreiru
ifur
nu nntrua-iiui- i
Mhi viV
wontanliot'tl. ti'ii'' Je-tuiirltat
elupHU-nut ortrii and to4i'. No
kiiov.ii ntii. el v fur women rq'iula
.
f f Im
l atino! io liai mi

Tti4jr ovrrtHim
v ana
lri(
ud

buiiiu
" 1 Ury

'

'inaLife

art

rit

JO..tu..ia,u.
.WJ, lv mull.
FOR ALK BY . niNW 4 feOX.
JV'VCw--- 1

V

MOTT CUEB1CAL

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
0Ct

OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

1873.

L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE GROCER
i

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

$
o
3

?
3
V

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

s

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

J

RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. K.

.

J.

C.

M.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, Iooug best, wears tbe
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDlNu PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime. Cement. Paint
Glass, Sash. Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
Gentra! Botldlog SqppHes

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phone

Third and Marquette

'

PILLS

PENNYROYAL

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

No.

avenue, la pre
pared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, trout, corns.
bunlonB and ingrowing
nails. Sh
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not to be injurious.
She also oreparee a hair tonlo that
cures and prevents dandruff and hair
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of theje preparations ore purety
vegetable compounds. Have Just added a vibrator machine for treatment
of scalp, faco and cure of wrinkles.
It Is also used for rheumatism, pains
and massage

i

paying for ibis notice.
you want results in advertising,
'rv nn Evening Citizen aut ad.

Wholesale Grocers

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
W HULLS ALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinfkote Roofing

First and Marqaette

Alfcaqaerque, New Mexico
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SAGE OF WASEDA, Oil BIG FORTUNES
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We Have No Competition

,

In the Diamond Line

1

i

HOW MULTIMILLIONAIRES HAVE
BEEN MADE BY SPECIAL PRIVILEGES AND UNEARNED INCREDENIES TO PROTECMENT
TION THE CREDIT FOR PROSPERITY IN AMERICA AND GER-

I

MANY.

(By Henry George, Jr.)
Special Correspondence.
Toklo, Dec. 12. Much aa his politi
cal followers and admirer were accustomed to go to Mont.icello to
with and hear the words of advice of Thomas Jefferson, as many
go to VTaneda, one of the eastern suburbs of the capital city of Japan, to
talk with Count Okuma. Uke Jefferson, be is a man of fine personal
taatea; keps open house to his friends,
has foaaded and largely endowned a
university; is reputed to be a large
land ownr; Is axistrocratlc In his
prirate life, but democratic In his political views and teachings; takes a
broad view of the world, with a lively Interest in foreign as well as
mestlc public affairs; has an insatiable appetite for knowledge, especially auca aa can be used for the adhas aa
vancement of his country,
abiding faith in the virility of his
race, and an Intense belief In the ability of hia nation to make Its way in
the competithe arts ttt peace against
tion of the world- - Is a free trader,
and is the recognized leader of the
progress, or what might be called the
democratic, party of Japan that is,
of the party of popular rights.
The count la also like Jefferson In
that be has served in many public
official capacities,
and treats mere
makeshift policies with contempt.
He calls that policy childish and unthinking which imitates Germany and
the United States in a protective tariff, and he denounces as worse than
childish the policy ct denying or
ignoring the weaknesses and dangers
that have developed In Japan's transition from oriental to occidental concon-Ku-

dition.
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can be seen ia our rfhow window marked out in plain figures,

than the regular Jeweler can buy It at wholesale. Not a yellow dia
mond in the house. Wo handle only perfect white diamonds and war
raated as represented or your money refunded.
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COUNT OKUMA.
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THE THOMAS JEFFERSON

great
Japan. Count
In
fortunes
Okuma said that about twenty years
ago. he had occasion to examine Into
the size of these fortunes. He then
found that each of them amounted to
approximately $1.h(ii,0(K. That sum
in those days was thought to be a
great fortune. He was of the opinion
that each fortune had now swollen to
something like $50,000,000. That Is to
say, both fortunes have Increased 60
times within 3o years. The greatest part of the increase, the count
said, had come within the last ten
years.
Four Wealth Factors.
When 1 ventured to ask Count Okuma if he had thought about the cause
or causes of this concentration of
wealth be promptly answered that he
had, and that he believed there were
four factors.
First of these was, he said, governmental favor, although he did not
treat It as very Important. The favor
consisted of bounties, subsidies and
guarantees; but altogether these did
not amount to much. He Included the
tariff also.
A second factor he considered to be
good luck.
Chance had certainly
favored the Mitsui, Iwasakl and other rich people.
A third factor was ability.
That
these people had shown this be considered to be beyond dispute.
A fourth factor was ."foresight.''
When the count came to explain what
he meant by foresight the real secret
of the concentration was made clear.
It consisted of acquiring such government privileges as railroad rights.
or such, publicly sanctioned privileges'
aa ownership in natural agencies
land. As to land, he said, that Mitsui
Iwasakl and others had made a great
doal of money by the rise In value.
This increase was "increment value;"
that Is, due to Increasing population
In the cities to social Improvement.
A Baa the Tariff.
Attention passed from this to a
question in which he took a more Immediate interest, and that was the
tariff.
The Japanese tariff at first haa
been a mere revenue device and was
small. But with the great increase
In the ccst of government, the tariff
had increased, and had brought with
it the idea of protection. This policy
of protection would be of advantage
to some Individuals, the count Implied, hut it could not benefit the people as a whole. It was false political
economy.
But, he said, the industrial
and
commercial prosperit" of Germany
and the United States was cited as
proof of the wisdom of protection.
Such argument
he called childish.
Germany owed her prosperity not to

-
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Okuma

NOTED ATHLETE
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protection, but to her development m
science. The United States owed l'
prosperity not to protection, but io
wonderful natural resources.
The count said that he had four
years ago discussed this question of
protection In the United States In an
article In the North American Review,
and he had attributed the protective
Idea to the Monroe doctrine.
The
sentiments ho had there expressed he
had not since changed. He believed
both Germany and the United Slates
were prosperous in spite of their
tariffs, and he deeply regretted to see
the appearance of a sentiment in
Japan in favor of the evil principle.
Japan Can Compete.
With the laissez faire principle
operating that Is to say, with trade
left unhampered he had no fear for
Japan's Jndustrles. Was she not now
sending such things as sulphuric acid,
soda ash, matches aud cotton fabrics
into China and other parts of the
east, against the competition of the
world? These were hut the beginnings. With unhampered trade, other
exports soon would follow.
But the tariff policy Is calculated
to Interfere with this natural development. Indeed, it Is putting a tax on
the Importation of rice and flour two
of the life staples which shows to
what a stage the protective idea has
been carried In Japan.
The count announced himself a free
He wants all hindrance to
trader.
commerce removed. He is not at all
afraid that his country will not give
a good account of Itself where the
This scorn of a
race Is open to all.
tariff he expresses on all occasions,
public and private.

FOLLOWS YOUTH FROM NEBRASKA TO BALTIMORE AND FINDS
REHIM IN A SWEATSHOP
HIS
STORED TO
MOTHER'S
ARMS.

broad shouldered and big hearted,
heard the story, he decided Instanter
to find the boy or bust the Brown bank
account. He went to Denver. Omaha
and Chicago, but could obtain no trace
of the boy. Finally, at Lincoln,
learned that Floyd had eaten at one
of the hotels In company with a man
who registered as Lazel Wlnakur.
From WInakur's mercantile custom.
ers. Brown karned that the man's
place of buslaess was In Baltimore.
He wired the police there to rescue
the boy.
In the meantime Wlnakur returned
to Baltimore and began a fight for the
boy. He enlisted the aid of a Jewish
of chll
society for tho "protection
dren,' 'and secured tho custody of the
boy through the juvenile court.
When Elmer Brown reached Baltl
more he secured a special session of
court Sunday morning, but learning
that he must travel the red tape line
of long Utlgattoa, he then determled
to do a llttlo kidaping himself, It
necessary.
Brown failed at tho home "where"
the society harbored Jts wards and
told the officers of the Institution
that ht- would leave with the boy. If
he had to lick the whole Institution.
They evidently thought Brown meant
what he said aad the Nebraekan left
triumphantly with a thumping heart
and a tight grip on the kidnaped
youngster.
He did not kt the boy
out of his sight until he arrived at
Grand Island and restored the lad to
his overjoyed mother.
t

Special Correspondence.
Omaha, Neb., Dec. 12. Enticed
from 'his home at Grand Island, Neb.,
to York Neb. then kidaapped and taken to a life of drudgery In a Baltimore, Md., sweatB'hop and finally rescued after a hard fight In court, 12
year old Floyd Bruner, son of widowed Mrs. l.eon Bruner, has been restored to his mother's arms.
That the loy was fouad after his
abduction Is due sokly to Edmer E.
Brown, of Harvard, Neb., editor of
the Omaha Observer, who through
sheer sympathy for the boy and his
mother trailed the abductor across
half a continent and won his light
for the possession of the boy In
Baltimore,
Lazel Wlnakur, a Polish Jew, who
with his brothers operates a sweatshop at 107 North Froat atreet, Baltimore, is under arrest In that city
itnd will be 'brought to trial on a
charge of kidnapping young Bruner.
By alluring tales of fine lif-- : In a
city with a prospect of ease and
money and a bright future, Winaukur
is alleged to have enticed little Floyd
Bruner from his home at the Koehler
hotel in Grand Island n November 13.
Mrs. Bruner is employed at the
Koehler hotel. When Elmer E. Brown
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HENRY
WESTERFELD
207 Rallrmad Avo.f Albuquorquot N. M.
Our Prices

.,

Our Work

are right

i

All Kinds Commercial

right

Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Face
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

Tommy Murphy Is anxious for a
with Young Corbett since Mc
iiovern 3 oum nana pui mm oui oi
the game. Jimmy Rritt has also
come to life again and wants a flg'nt
with Battling Nelson.
"The rich deserve our sympathy,"
declares Johnny Rockefeller. Maybe
there's homething In that. Every
time wo think of Johnny we feel
torry for his father.
Always Rememker

the Full Name

I axative
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fas? Tablets
Cure a Cold in One Day
Cure Crip in Two Days
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H. O'Rielly Co.
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ROS ENFIELD

Man You Can Truat

I For a Most Appropriate Christmas
Present is a Box of

OF JAPAN.

COOPER'S MEDICINE

The

GEMS

15 Per Cent Less

NOW COVET WEALTH.
Count Okuma wanted it borne in
mind that the influence of riches in
Japan could not even relatively be
compared with their influence lin the
United States. The people had been
long trained to be contented with little. Mere wealth-gettinhad been
regarded aa unworthy, and the merely
rich man waa looked upon with contempt. The count expressed an apprehension that the new Influence
would soon show themselves; that,
Indeed, indications were not wanting
that the tranaition had segun.
SEARCHING FOR
New Cure for Eplieosy.
J. B. Waterman of Watertown, O..
CIVIL WAR VETERAN
"My
rural free delivery, writes:
daughter, afflicted for years with epilepsy, was cured by Dr. King's New
Somewhere in the mountains of
Lite Pills. She lias not had an at- Yavapai county, Arizona, Henry Milbody
years."
Best
two
tack for over
ler, an old prospector who has been
cleansers and life giving tonic pilUon in Arizona and the west for the past
druggists.
25c
at all
earth.
forty ears. Is searching for the
wealth which lies hidden In the
county's many mountains.
In Phoenix, I). P. Kyle is bending every energy to find Miller and give him $'itii
coming to him from tho war department.
After the surrender of Ixe, Miller,
who bad enlisted at the outbreak of
tho civil war, lett the army without
the formality of a discharge, think
Ing It would f'llow him. A couple of
years ago he learned that he was list
ed as a deserter,
and immediately
took steps, through Kyle, to have his
name cleared of the cloud that rested
upon it, with the result that his recCooper's New IMwoverey Invigorates eveiy organ
ord waa looked up. found clean, and
of tfre body. Cooper's Quick Relief strengthens
the
an honorable discharge Issued him,
muscles, relieves the soreness and loosens stiffened
together with a check f;r $iiuo for
joints.
back pay.
Inquiry developed the fact that a
short tlniH ago a Henry Miller, veteran of the civil war, left Yavapai
for the old soldiers' home at Sawtelle,
Cal., while another Henry
Miller,
Tho Cooper Medicine Co.
thought to be the one for whom
1 consider Cooler's Quick Relief
Gontlemeu:
the
search is being made, was in Pres-cot- t
greatest liniment In the world, I have used it ever sine-a year or more ago, at which
trainer ia Pittsburg told me alout It.
time he left on a prospecting trip,
i
ami has iwt since been beard of.
I was liathed and rubU'd down with this remarkable
preparation on both nights before my recent fights with
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Kid McCoy and Tommy Ryan.
Department of the Interior, UnitO'l
States Land Offlce, Sasta Fe, N. M.
It is the great t
I ever used.
It supNov. 27. 1906.
ple the muscles of the body, Invigorating uad strengthNotice is hereby Riven that the fol- ening them and takes every .particle of sorem hs and
lowing-name- d
claimant lias filed no- lameness which comes from severe training.
tlce of his Intention to make final
proof In support of h! claim under
Cooper's Quick Relief is one of the tbseutlal of my
sclons 16 and 17 of tho ac-- t of MarchI
training camp and I am glad to recommend it to any
3, 1891 (20 Stats., 854). as amende
one afflicted with sore, stiffened, swollen or painful
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
limns, joints and muscles.
Stilts., 470) and that said proof wi'l
( Simi.-- t
(
be made before Sllvstro Mlrnbal, L'.
JACK GRAHAM.
S. Court Commissioner at San Rafae'.
Indianapolis, hid.
N. M., on January 5, 1907, viz: Matia
Concho of I.aguna. N. M., for t.i1
Cooper's New Discov. ry and Cooper's Quick Relief are
SE
Sec. 25, T. 10 N., R. 7 W. N.
the medicines with which L. T. Cooper accomplished
M. P M
uch wonderful results for the aick and afflicted in St.
He names the following witnesses
New Orleans, Pittsburg and other cities.
Louis,
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of wtid tract for
The influence of ttuse remarkable
preparations
twtaty years next precdlng the surover such complaints as rheumatism sore kidneys,
vey of tho township, viz:
backache,
lameness, etc., Is remarkable.
Joseclto Ross, of Seama, N. M.:
JACK GRAHAM.
William Pahiano, of Casa Ulanca, N.
V.; Martin I. other, of Casa Blalica,
'''''li',r' Quick Relief takes out the sored fcs and iufiauimatluu, stops laiii
N. M., Yamie U. Leeds, of Seama N.
anil opens
M.
aiding these and other oreas to throw off their poisonous secretions.
.oa, (Jf ti e
f
botiles
Any person who desires to protest
Umily i:e cost Sue. Cooper's N- - w Discovery, the remedy for internal use costs ll.oo per Untie; mx to
agaimu tiie allowance of said proof or
no
agent,
e
have
price
vvhere
the
send
the
of
$m
remedies you wih direct to The Cooper Medicine Co
who knows of auy substantial reusoa
Dayton Ohio, and the medicine will be forwjrded to you, charges prepaid. For sale by
under the laws and regulations of the
interior departmet why such proof
eliould not be allowed will be give::
an opiortunlty at the
time and place to cros examine tlie witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MA MEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Small holding claim No. 102 1.
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iSnch a man's views on comparative
social conditions in the United Stat"-anJapan- may, therefore, be regarded with peculiar Interest. It was my
good fortune to be accorded a second
and extended interview with him.
Our conversation opened up the
broad field of social conditions In
Japan, which the count considered
under two .heads one, the concentration of population; the other, he
conceatratlon of wealth.
Not a Healthy Sign.
The centering of population, Count
Okuma attributes to several causes.
One to taxation, which Is bearing
more and more heavily with the
expenses of government upon the farmer. Another cause is
compulsory education, which, while it
imposes new expenses upon the farmer, opens the eyes of his children to
the larger outside world beyond the
farm a world with larger opportunities and allurements. A third cause
Is the extension of mercantile enterprise and the development of fac.
tor leu, offering compensation very
above that obtainable by tho
farming pursuits. A fourth cause is
the improved means of transportation.
Tneee, from general causes, operating together, explain, in the count's
opinion, the growth cf the large cities
a Krowti, says he. like that observable in the United States, and
not a healthy sign.
Their Astora and Vanderbilts.
Count Okuma said that while it was
a paJaable fact that there had been
a very great increase in volume of
wealth produced within the last two
or three decades, and especially with
in' the last ten years. It was also
clear taat there was nothing like an
equal distribution of it. It was going, far the most part. Into a few
hands.
The itobieman thereupon illustrated
two concrete cases the Mitsui and
the Iwasakl fortunes. Kor generations these have been regarded as
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COMING

Elk's Theatre
One Night Only

Friday, Dec. 14th

"The '
King of Tramps"

New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper

Doodla Commdy lit 4
Ht Lmughlng Aetm

A Ymnk

Funnier Than
An

a

Circus

entertainment for children
from 6 to 00.

Cm i iocwith

With a plot mouated

Scenery.

special

MUSICAL SINGING ANO DANCING SPECIALTIES.

Tlhave
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waitinf for.
Introducing1 the Favorite Comedian
VICTOR FAUST.
by a Curefully Selected
S.ipi
Company.
Otic 7."c and $1.00
V, i .
S j's on sale at Matsoii's.
You
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.
PILES CURED IN I TO 14 DAYS.
f
The Citizen Print Shop la
Vk'lO OINTMENT U guaranteed to
where you can get the moat for
cure any cage of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding riles in 6 to It 4 your money. We print every.
e thing but greenbacka and poit- dayi or money refunded. 50c.
9 age itampa.
Either phone.
Try a Citizen Want ac

'
'

the Albuquerque citizfn
Wkly.
tty The Citizen Publishing Company
Published Daily and

W.

W. T. McCREIGHT,
Business Manager.

. STRICKLER,

President.

NEW MEXICO COAL PRODUCT
la New Mexico, acThe coal Industry
cording to the figures given '.he secretary of the Interior through the governor of the territory, by Jo E.
This Is ac
Sheridan. New Mexico mine Inspector.
ceptable Information, though It Is difficult to realize
here in Albuquerque, whore the price Is higher, the quality poorer, and the quantity scarcer than for the past few
years.
According to Mr. Sheridan, the New Mexico output
,
for this year la 1,726,738 tons, an Increase over last year
of 254,630 tons. This Increase Is at the rate of 17.29 per
rent. The value of the product at the mines Is given at
12,279,940.40, which is but a slight Increase over the value
of last year, and cannot account for the Increase of cost
The average number of employes at
to the consumer.
were hoys. This
the mines was 2.354, of whom sixty-foshows an Increase over last year of twelve boys and 247
men.
In this connection The Citizen understands that Rome
parties In Albuquerque are hauling coal from the Hagan
coal fields, some thirty odd miles across country, finding
It cheaper to do so than to purchase that delivered here
by cars.
The people of New Mexico can certainly endorse the recommendation of Inspector Sheridan that
cocgress be asked for an appropriation for an Investigation into the character, extent and value of the coal fields
in this territory, such as congress mode for a similar
No
Investigation In Oklahoma and Indian Territory.
doubt this matter will be called to the attention of Delegate Andrews.
la jtrowltiR

ur

FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
Henry Clews, In his Weekly Financial Review of
December 8, tells us that money continues to command almost exorbitant rates on the stock exchange;
that In spite of the enormous Increase In the supply
of money, bank reserves are exceedingly low; that the
scramble for gold exists in all the principal money
markets of the world; that there are In prospect
large Issues of securities by many railroads for Imperative Improvements.
From these things he anticipates continued tension In money matters until the contest between high
priced money and high priced values In all departments comes to an even break, either the price of
money or the price of products succumbing to the
other. He says that "a good many shrewd and experienced observers are of the opinion that we are on
the 'verge of recession," which means another panic
.and hard times.'
In hh opinion. "If securities and money could
only be restored to a more normal basis, allowing for
the fact that we are now on a higher level than five
years ego, we cpuld feel practically assured of another twelve months of good business provided no
crop disaster Intervened."
Mr. Clews further says that the fact that no serious disturbance In financial circles followed the presl-- .
Kent's message. Indicates a pronounced change In public opinion, while he thinks one thing Is certain
"many of pur industrial leaders are recognizing the
force of an aroused public opinion, and are' adapting
their business methods . In stricter conformity to the
anti-trusentiment."
,
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ABOUT PORTO RICO
According to the message of president. RooHevelt,
sent to congress yesterday as a special niesage on
Porto Rico, he recommends the continuance of the
present provisional government of that island, but also
recommends that the full rights of American citizenship be conferred upon the people.-'- . The two recommendations. If carried out, ' would put Porto Rico In
New Mexico, but with
about the same condition
.

'

hardly as many political rights.
'.
v
At present the Porto Rican towns have complete
autonomy In municipal government, with the excep
tion that the Insular government may remove the officials for corruption or Inefficiency.
In their legislature, the lower house vis elected by the people, but
The president does
the upper house is appointed.
not mention In his message the judicial system.
His recent brief visit to the Island impressed him
very favorably as to the growth of the people In their
appreciation of American Institutions and their un
derstanding of the principle of majority rule.
He
emphasizes the fact that as an American province the
export trade of the Island has grown from $18,000,000
In 1901 to 145,000,000 In 19oC. though the coffee in
dustry Is still languishing.
The chief recommenda
tlon of the message is that all the Insular govern
ments which the American government has established In the last few years, should be placed in one
bureau, under either the war or the state department
'

Los Angeles Examiner:

V"heu

the growing communi

ties of the southwest, Oklahoma, New Mexico and Arlsona, ask to le admitted to the federal union as states.
they are answered by the public men of the eastern part
of the country thus:
"If we admit you, you will be
rotten boroughs, as Nevada has been.
You will have

-

with 200,000 voters, the representation lu the United
New York has with nearly 4.000,000.
You will be given votes In the upper house of the national
legislature not deterved by you, and any one of your
states, should they be made states, could cancel the votes
of New York, of Pennsylvania, or of any other of the
great and prosperous communities in the north west.'
What is the vote today In the United States senate of
New York? It is the vote of two discredited men one
smirched by his association with the Equitable Life corporation, the other even more disreputable in ways whU'h
it Is not necessary to dwell upon.
If Arizona or New
Mexico could pick as their representatives two men more
utterly unfit to represent a state of this union in the
United States senate than are Piatt and Depew, they
might be very justifiably execrated. Hut we don't, be
lieve they could make so disreputable a discovery.

States senate that

The Tucumcarl News says that "if those papers and
person, who are advocating the election of district attorneys will go over into Arizona and Investigate the con
ditlons over there, wheve they elect all their district at
torneyu, they will find that the system that we have here
whereby the governor appoints them, is by far the most
satisfactory."
If this be true, would it not lie better to
go back to the system which Alexander Hamilton advocated? His plan was Ui elect the president for life, nib-jec- t
to good beluvior; for him to appoint the governors
for life, with the same limitation, and for the Koternors
to appoint in like manner the xariotis stale and coimty
ApiMiintment rather than election Is in direct
officials.
subversion of every principle of the American government, and any people not competent to elect their own
officials are unworthy of American citizenship.
Kl 1'aso Herald:
There hits lie, n a tremendous development In the newspaper press of the territories
(New Mexico and Arizona) in t lit past two years.
The
number of papers has greatly increased, and the quality
What most impresses the
has Improved threefold.
casual reader of these papers is the Intense loyalty of
each to Its home commuulty, coupled 'th u breadth of
view that would make a sensitive eastern metropolitan
editor ashamed of his provincial iuriin.iiicc.

County Commissioner U T. Link, oi (Irani county,
thinks ihe legislature should abolish untiling and liquor
Me says that during the
selling in the territory.
ear
(rant comity has received from the licenses for liquor
4
On i lie oilier hand, he
and gambling coiuliiued J
finds tha couHS, prisoners ami pliei ifts have cont $I9,7HH.
All the latter, he contends, would be saved were there
loon and no gambling.
no
I'roliuhly it it, easier t
make this claim than it is to get any one to believe it.
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Grocery Comp'y. o
o
o
o
matters not how many other Christmas remembrances
o
man or
o
may receive, it
never seem like a truly Christmas to him unless
o
o
give him a tie.
o
New Neckwear
always an Important and an almost Indispensable
"Good Things to Eat" o
o
part of
man's Christmas.
o
o
o
o
o
Out
Christmas
Neckwear
o
o
We are unpacking new goods
o
and have everything
every
o
We're showing the
Neckwear productions
the Best Makers.
in the grocery line that you can
o
Choice, exclusive styles, that you'll not he able to
o
la other store.
line this eeaaon
want.
o
our
selected
Holiday
We
ever
complete
and
than
Neckwear with great care and have the sort
mora
o
o
our prices are right.
a man delights to wear.
o
We've every correct shape and coloring.
o
o
Ferndell ooo
o
o
GOODS
o Special
o
Japanese
o
Lounging
Robes
FERNDELL
o
cans
o
The finest produced,
o
for
o
o
FERNDELL SIFTED PEAS
Io
Special Prices
o
sifted, per can
Extra
o
FERNDELL
o
o SHOE
green and wax
to
o
FERNDELL
o
o
Fancy French green and
o
small, per can
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo o o
FERNDELL PUMPKIN ...

Christmas Novelties
It
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boy
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will
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find
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Our

CORN

2

35c
25c

fine

BEANS

20
25c
BEANS

Both

LIMA

Clothing, Furnishings

25c
.20c

Our

brand of goods

Monsoon

are medium priced but fancy

GEMUiNE

in quality.
2' to 20c per can.

Don't Forget Our Bakery

Leather .. Furniture

CREAM PUFFS AND
CHOCOLATE
ECLAIRS
EVERY DAY."

At a Price That Will Surprise You

EVERY DAY
Something

Jtist Look at These

New

A. Genuine
"
A

Try Our
MOCHA SLICES
30c per dozen the finest thing
made in Albuquerque in the
Bakery line.

Leather Oak Frame Couch

$21,60 to $50.00
25.00 to 45.00
9.00 to 25.00
7.00 to 25.00
3.00 to 7.00

"
"

Turkish Rocker
A' "
Oak Frame Rocker
A Beautiful Line of Morris Chairs -Good Solid Oak Rockers

otm

Jaffa Grocery Co.

Even if you are from Missouri just call at our store and we will
be glad to show you.

"Good Things to Eat"

i

MAIL ORDEBS FILLED IHE SAME DAY
IHEY

ABE RECEIVED.

Ebb

O. W. STRONGS SONS

201 N. SECOND

No

PHONES

BOTH

breaking in
needed

XX000000

WILLIAMMclNTOSH,

President

SOLOMONLUNA,

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Manager

OF

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

tOCXK0000(XX)0000X000X)XKXKj

(So general has "'been the misapprehension regardchildren
of Japane'j-y"exclusion"
the
from the public schools of San Francisco that, in or
der to place the matter In 'the right llht liofore Hp
readers. The Citlzta, has secured from President Alt
mun of the San Francisco board of education a stateIn this statement, clearly explaining the situation.
ment President Altmau makes It plan that Japanese
children are not denied education at the expense of San
Francisco that they are not "excluded," but that for
good reasons and under the law of the state they are
merely "segregated," a seimrate school belag provided
for them and maintained out of the general school
fund.
The Japanese object to this, maintaining that
undor the treaty Ahey have the privilege of sitting in
the same school with the white children.)
With all due deference to President Roosevelt,- I
must say It surprises me thaj. with all the minuteness
of detail of information furnished Victor 1. Metcalf,
who came to San Francisco as tho special represeu
tatlve of the president In this matter, and who uion
his return to Washington must have undoubtedly plac
ed all of this Information at the disposal of the chief
executive of this country, there should be such a display of Ignorance upon the part of the president as to
sta,te In ihis message that Japanese pupils are barred
from the public schools of this city.
This would lead people outside of Sua Francisco
to believe that we refuse an education to the Japanese
children.
Jaimnose children have not been excluded
from the public schools of San Francisco. They have
not, la fact, been denied any of the advantages which
are accorded children of American birth und parent
slightest obstacle has been thrown in
age, and not
the way of their education. The Impression already
gone forth that the Japanese children were indeed
excluded from our local institutions of learning arises
from (he fact that a section of the school liw of the
state of California irovlding for a separate school for
t'aese children has been put into force and effect.
in other words, far from barring the Japanese
the
f tx in the public schools of San Francisco,
"Attend
board of education has merely said to them:
this particular school and there find all the advantages
and facilities which are provided for our own white
children."
In saying this, die hoard of education has Knu
no further Miua to enforce a plain and unmistakable
law which was enacted by represent Hives of the
of California for reasims that, to them, appeared
Just and sufficient.
The' board of education holds that the government
has no authority over the schools of California, nor
any other stale.
As proof of this, we refer to the
Tenth Amendment of the Constitution of the United
States, which reads lhat the "powers not
to the Unlteil Slates by the consit udoa, nor prohibited
by it to the states, are reserved to the stales respectively, or to the people."
The control of our scholh. we maintain, Is thus
evidently one of the things delegated to the states.
The clause of the California state school law re-- f
red to Is es follows;
"Trustees nhall have the power to exclude children
suffering from coi'tagioiii, or Infectious diseases, and
also to establish separate schools for Indian ch idren and
for children of Mongolian or Chinese descent.
When
such separate scbooU are established. Indians, Chinese
or Mongolian children must uot he admil led into any
other schools."
The reason for the cxiMuice of the law which 1ms
crest
such tronUc iH lhat Ihe eplc here wish to
prevent .lajaues.of th lower class, who come to
this couutiy In tremendous uumbers, from intermingling and crowding out the white children of the public
school. Hy Aaron Abman, president of die San Fran
ciico lsard of education.
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5 GOVERNMENT FARAS IN
IRRIGATION DISTRICTS $
XXXXXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXOCC)XXXX

The annual report of Secretary James Wilson, or
the department of agriculture for the fiscal year ending June 30, 190(1, 1. full of valuable Information, of
sound observations and of sensible deductions. It Is
not a dry, theoretical treatise on matters connected with
the work of the dopartmest, but discusses timely, Important and absorbing questions clearly, iwlntedly and
effectively.
Some of the recommendations of Secretary Wilson
are especially of great Interest to what Is called the
Arid West and particularly to New Mexico, which Is
vastly Interested these days la the subjecls of raising
dry farming
crops by Irlrgation and by the
The recommendation of the
methods of agriculture.
establishment
of Irrigation . farni9 in various irrigation districts is one that is of great moment 10 the sunshne territory asd if. the secretary's
recommendations nro carried out and three or four of
these Irrigation schools established here, It will prove
of great utility and much benefit to the agricultural Interests of New Mexico. These, as is well known and
proven by facts are advancing very rapidly and constantly. During Ihe past year more 'homestead entries
have been made In the four land offices of New Mexico than lu any other state or territory In the United
States. The Clayton land office standing No. 1 In the
2umler of entries and the Roswell land office No. 2,
with the Santa Fe land office not far
Comnuntlng upon the subject of the establishment
of irlgation farms for the Instruction and eallghtment
of the Irrigation fanners of tfie souuliwest, the El
Paso Herald timely remarks that in his annual report
Secreary Wilson of the department of agriculture,
makes a recommendation that ought to be taken up and
acted upon without delay. It is vital to the highest
success or tne govemmtni. s recianiuuou jjiou.
The secretary recommends that "on each reclama
tion area a demonstration farm snoum ue estaDiisneu,
which tbe mttnods of Irrigation can be taught by
The Idea Is
a practical expert from the department."
al
noc to be confused with the "expelmenttal farms
ready established in some localities. It Is rather an Ir
rigation school or instruction farm, where farmers new
to Irrigation methods can aqtually leara tha art un
der conditions exactly like those they encounter on
their own lands.
The. work of Irrigation Instruction has beea car
ried on to some exent for three years by tne office of
The dtmand
experiment stations in the department.
for instruction has beea very heavy among irrigation
farmers, not only In the newly reciaimeu aisincm,
but also In older Irrigation regions where water Is
verv scarce and It Is vital to conserve it for the most
beneficial use. The number of men available for thl.i
work has leen far too small for it h e. demand, and all
have devoted their time la aid of settlers under private
works.
Anybody who has tried farming la this valley or
iuvwhere pise in the arid region, knows that few of
the rules learned from books or hearsay and applied
more or less successfully "hack east," apply here. 1 he
preparing or the fields, the hanldlng of the water, the
selecting of tools, the choosing of times for irrigation,
the determining of the necessary quality of water to
be used, and the cultivating of the land following each
irrigation all these things have to be learned newly
by evea an ''experienced farmer" of the older regime.
Now if this plan could be coupled some way wim
George H. Maxwell's plan of farm school colonies and
colonized irrigation areas, it would nMt take long to
fill up the valeys of the. wet with trained Irrigation
farmers who would not know the meaning of crop failures. Mr. Maxwell purposes to select the pupils ud
it'he colonists from the Intelligent established farming
class at the start, later tj take in city people and the
better class of Immigrants from farming countries. That
Is what every new irrigation area should do select tho
colonists, and provide for their efficient training, so as t0
guard against failure and disappointment.
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The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is c o inf o rlabiq from
the start.

The burning and aching
:aused by stiff soles and the
jvils of thin soles are presented by the Red Cross. It
:nables a woman to be on her
:eet for hours at a time with
:omfort. "
A stylish
shoe

tha fs

absolutely
comfortable

WlclMTOSH HARDWARE CO.
C. H.

CARNES, O. D.

We Keep It Up

Scientific Optician

R.R.

up to the highest.
by using
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EYES TESTED FREE
Albuquerque
New Mexico
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.
Tli
AlUuqueriiup
Junk company
."oti Souiti Stwoucl street, )ti)s
rasli
for dIi furniture, olil clotliinK. inm.
umK. ti iwr, zinc rultl.t'r puper rags,
liuttlts. we. la tact all kinds of
l
liuinl kmIh and juuk.
ui
xMul. Will call. Kvprythins
lias a
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
vuliir.
i, buildings, machinery, liug-K- l'
PER TON
$6.50
wagons, etc., bought for holiest
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
i'u.--h
in ice.
6.50
PER TON

Attt elation Offlet
Transactions
Guaranlto
118 W.

Boot and shoemaker.

R. R. Ave.

Custom work

SAM

M.

Chinesm.

COAL

mc-oin-

o

Tennessee Fight.
I'm- meaty years
V. 1.. Haw In of
UcIIh. Tenn., fought naal catarrii. He
-write.-- :
The swelling und sorecesa
Inside iny nose wag feurful, till I
I'fuau .ipnlyiiiK lliicklen'a
Arnica
Salve in ilwf sore surface; this cuuned
lie mmyupsh and swelling to disa,u-P'-anever lo return. Merit salve in
t'M.Men,,.. 2,"ic at all ilniKK'sU.
Long

r.

.

(!ie tin your BOUGH DRV work,
Muutluy, and get it back Wednesday.
1'iiptiial Laundry Co.
$6.00
COKE.
,

Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and
c
408 W. Railroad Avnui
Jap-a-la-

No. 111

602 SOUTH FIRST 8TREET.

Dressmaking. No. 27 North
Old UkpUooe, Ulack 209

tcol.

THE

ELITE

&

ROOMING

HOUSE

Albuquerque, N. M.

NEAR

DINELLI

CAKES A SPECIALTY.

CURIOS

and Bar
Beaven Rico Hotel
North First Street.

We do It right. ROUGH DRY.
perlul Laundry Co.

WEDDING

We desire patronage and we guir-- '
autee first class baking.
207 South First Street. AJbuquerque.

Thos. F. Keleher

BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
FOR
...2.25 AND $2.75

S.

KEE

Indian and
Japan,
Mmxlcan

2IS S. Second Street.

WOOD
John

riRBT

OUTM

BALLING, Proprietor
(Successor to BaJliag Bros.)

SIMON

mTRKMt.
j

St-n-

HEAT

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

P. MATTEUCCI

PIONEER BAKERY,

SEE
WILLIAM CHAPLIN
121 West Railroad Ave.

GAS

'

AND

not only in mixing and baking, but to order. Repairing a apecialty. Prices
guaranteed.
also in taking care of and selling reasonable; satisfaction
D
103
North
Street
First
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
PIONEER BAKERY

$3.50 and $,',.00
Sigh Shoes,
$4.00 and $3.50 NSCfir.''
Let us fit yov..

LESS DIRT, MORE
TON. GENUINE
W. H. HAHN 4. CO.

This is possible

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

, lir.l Ctn
ttUMt Cell Jtiucitr,

.n

TICKETS

We keep the quality oi our bread

N:

PtR

1

in Albuquerque
See Ours

mm

e

apVV

?

hTTTeiirv.THi'i'fi
I1 ' j liv'" '

LENCIONI,

Proprietors.

POSTOFFICC AND OEPOT

No. 118 West 8ilver Avenue,
E' GALLOWAy- - Manager.
;

j

i

j

MUSIC LESSONS.

Prof. N. IUMauro,
the vjrjiiniK
gives lessous on the violin and wan-- I
dolin. Guaranteed
to be the best
teacher in Albuquerque. Anyone de-- !
siring lessous address general deliv-- i
ery, city.
ALBUQUERQUE NOVELTY WORKS
is the place to get
BICYCLES FOR CHRISTMAS.

Agents for the Columbia. RamLlt-levelam- l,
' WINE8, LIQUORS AND CIGARP.
Trilmue and Crescent
Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
Mil ycles.
High
Put Up for Travelers.
K. S. HOPPIXO.
1.
Rooms By Oiy, Week or Month.
iil South, Scoud.
Im

i
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PRESENTS F LATTERING

Y

EVEXIXO
CLUB

CONDITIONS!

Tile asaual rejiort of Joseph
KIWy, governor of Arizona, was

Made Fresh Every fay.
Call
end ask to tee our special boxes.
They are winners.
POST CARDS, PILLOW TOPS

LOOK

In the mining isdustry,
the year
has leen the most profitable in tne
history of the territory. The high
price of copper has stimulated the
prospecting and developing to a very
large extent, conservative estimates
placing the production of copper for
th' calendar year 1906 at 3oo,000.oo0
rounds, valued at $:4,tioo,ooo. The
estimates for the production of gold
Is $6,000,000 for the year, and of silver about $2,iMMOO0. An active deJOSEPH H. KIBBEY
mand for skilled miners continues.
Governor of Arizona.
and la some districts there Is com
plaint that a sufficient numlier of niln- - j
ers cannot iic obtained. Wages and
nours or worn at ail tne mines appea MEETING AND
SMOKER"
to le satisfactory, and amicable
Hons between miners and operators
have Ixcn maintained.
FOR THE ELKS TONIGHT
As showing the Importance of agriculture in the territory, even under
the present system of Irrigation, it
may be noted that the assessed valuThe Elks of Albuquerque, a
ation of property In Mariposa county,
royal band of
ant- which is almost exclusively an agrilers, will have a grand time this f
cultural county, for the present year
evening; that is. those who have t
is in excess of $11,000,000.
scheduled their time so as to at- The prosperous condition of busi
tend,
Is the wish of the
reu.e
..rruory
ness .muiiB.iuui
is
r officersandan.lit rommlttn
In rh.ro.
fleeted by the bank statements ren-iha, ,h D,0..tJwm- - u..."u
dtTed to
aml" tle ior "'s "vening and
ntol
staements o?
a,8
,1
Put 10 fln rpcaMnoe to- $17,resources
iu
total
hanks of
night.
356,346, an increase of $3,969,273 over
The regular lodge affairs will
Jue 30. 190C.
the proceeding year. Deposits aggrehe transacted arly, the lodge
The total funded debt of the terri- gated $13,955,461, an increase of
being called to order promptly
tory at the end of the year was $3,- There were 24 territorial
at 7:30 p. m. That being the
123.275.29. Of this amount, however, I banks and 14 national
banks at the
case the "smoker" attractions
the sum of $2,100,302.86 represents else of the year.
should begin at 8:30, and for sevoonds Issued 4n exchange for bonds
governor
again expresses the
The
eral hours there will 1? some- 4
of counties and cities, leaving the
thing doing.
debt of the territory proper i,u,- i,,
t....iuk..i
Let's all go tonight all the
972.43, a decrease of $10,000 during Jhryear 2188 colorations '
were orElks, and have a good time.
IIH- ln,.rU
with
tcrrllnrlal
.,l,j
C
The total value of property la the an aggregate capitalization of nearly
Is
as
taxation
for
territory
assessed
The- amount of
three
dollars.
billion
' $62,227,633.54.
representing an actual fees laid by such corporations during
PRESBYTERIAN CHOIR
increase of about $14,000,000. It is the
year was $44,849.90.
true that the assessment for last year
Education.
w as gives as $57,920,372.84.
GONCERT A SUCCESS
The public school system of the terMost of the increases in the assessments applied to pattsted mines, and ritory Includes primary, manual traingrammar schools, high
were intended especiall to reach the ing and
great copper mines in the territory. schools for the principal centers of LOCAL .TALENT
ENTHUSIASTI-- !
; For a number of years
these large population wo normal schools and a
CALLY
RECEIVED
AND FU- mines have
their just share university.
Education hi the terrlTURE ENTERTAINMENTS
of taxation.
While property other tory Is practically compulsory, since
FORESHADOWED.
than mines and railroads was assess-- parents are required by law
ed at from 40 to 75 per cent of Its their children to the public schools
The First Presbyterian church was
value, it was .timated that the 'for six years, except in certain
filled last evening with what
with all their Iniproveniets. cial casrs, such as attendance at pri- - well
proved to be a most appreciative audiwere assessed at not more than 5 per vate schools or inability on the part ence,
the occasion lelng 'a concert
cent, of their value.
(of the parent to properly clothe the given by
the choir of the church, asualiza--- j child.
The territorial board, of.
A'census of. children of school sisted entirely
by local talent.
,
Hon. also increased the valuation of ago Is taken eaeU 'year. By the last
The members of the choif who partaxable railroads to the exunt of census there' are 30,230 children 'be-- ticipated
were Mis. S. B. Miller,
more than $2,000.000.
tween the ages of 6 and 21, which is
Summers, Strong, Uayden,
The effect of the new policy with a ga.in of 940 over the previous year. Misses
,Mord.ey mid Tjwers ami
"tegad "t'of'tJUtatlbYr Is ,alird,rmfli- - All of Arlzonft - Is -- now -t- nchided Kutzner,
Messrs. Cozine.' Bnllard, Tictts, Rutt.
fest throughout the territory in the within one land district the two
ner, Wolklng and Scott.
The solo'lower tax rates for tb year tricts into which it was formerly
of the evening were Miss Mary
In Bomo of the counties the vlded having 427 original homesttad ists
Menaul. pianist, and Mr. A. R. Brown,
lecrease in the tax rate amounts to entries, covering 6865 acres, during violinist.
E. B. Sehwentker rendered
$1 per 1K) of valuation.
'the year.
two selections upon the organ, and
Prof. J. H. Cruni gave a reading.
The entire affair was well managed
ani proved successful beyond expecLIKE BAXTER,
PAUL MASETTI DIED
tation. Miss Menaul and Mr. Brown
,
were forced lo repeat their appearances
Messrs.
and
KEEP SEAT
HORNING Sehwentkerfrequently,
and C'ruin were also enEARLYJIS
thusiastically encored. It is expected
other entertninhient
of a . similar
STORY OF NEW CLOTHES AND Aj WAS WELL KNOWN HERE AND character will be given in
the near fu.
FALL FROM THE SPRINKLING
tine.
A
FOR YEARS CONDUCTED
CART.
GROCERY BUSINESS.
"Jim. why is It, that every time l!
W. R. C. LADIES
into a new suit of clothes and go! Pull .la,,tt! HM deid today at his
m
down town, 1 take a tall from the h.)me Jn th,8 .jty
was )orn
sprinkling cart?
Hilly Haxter's Let- - fifty.t wo year8 a
ELECT NEW OFFICERS
Bt Bologna. Italy.
ters.
In
his early manhood served with
and
In
C. W. Brown might have found u distinction in the Italian navy.
Ladies of the Woman's Relief
bit o human Byiupai hy in perusing after years Mr. Masetti went to
America, where he carried on Corps met yesterday afternoon
in
the Baxter letters after the usual South
very
successfully
the restaurant Knights of Pythias hall and elected
session of police court this morning,
ago
years
the de officers for the ensuing year as fol
At any rate, there was a striking sim- business. Eleven
ilarity in his case and that of the lu.-- ceased came to this city and engaged lows:
grocery
Unit!
some
iu
business for
the
President Mrs. Martha Mulligan.
I
,v
nmntiifl cliintf ov iim--i
it
w
!
CPfNs
Senior Vice Mrs. Isabella Warner.
"P ' w,h
difficult to figuratively anchor him-a
conducted
meat
market
Junior Vice Mrs. Alice Isherwood.
n th
min,.Ji H.,' ,
if
.,. butcher business. At the time and
,v,
of
Chaplain Mrs. M. J. Butler.
.!,
.1(1.411
"D
Treasurer Mrs. Temperance Whit-conilrlorv
..i.. .,inn.iii un iiru a iuiiv
" ""
When Brown was paid off at the
Conductor Mrs. M. K. BreCli.
Guard Mrs.. Ella Graham.
'
highly
is
citizen
honored
l1
new raiment and then proceeded to k,nown
ago
me
son
one
wees
a
oiny
.n.u,,. .v, i.n....
ui.u
Try Charles Conroy's meat market
.i...
h... was iaci
SomelKirn to his household.
for oysters, fish, eggs aim fr,.nh and
he he wasn't arrayed quite like one thing
years
ago
over
five
'Mr.
Masetti
salt meats.
of these as he started to acquire u was
married, and now at his death
copious Jug on the balance of his
daughloving
leaves
wife,
a
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
little
two
wages, but when the police picked
him up last night he was very drunk ters and the son mentioned above.
The cause of Paul Masetti's death is WANTED Position as cook in or out
and felt dressed up. of city. Call or write this paper.
Arraigned on a drunk and disorder- ascribed to quick consumption, but
it seems so hard for his friends to FOR RENT Three-rooly charge before Judge
Crawford, believe
furnished
that a man of such robust
bouse, with bath, close 'In. No. 10S
after spending the interim in the city
jaiL Brown wore the new clothes, stature could die of that disease. Mr.
John street.
Masetti at the time when
death
and a bland smile. '
him
ToF
claimed
was
a
ALL
the
member
of
FASHIONS
BUCK"You are charged with being drunk
Crislofo ColomtK) society of this cuy. WHEAT
CAKES
AND
MAPI F
and disorderly. Are you guiltv or no; iand
it can le truthfully said that no SYRUP FOR BREAKFAST AT
guilty?" came from the bench
THE,
.:
lii.'h"T i ii ,1...
o.
,.,, 11. ,.i i,.- .. .. t man ul.wwl
iiv
iiiiauou in COLUMBUS HOTEL
"I reckon I'm guiltv
tlie members of that ortaniz.it ion.
philosophically.
FEE'8 HOT CHOCOLATE,
WAL- "Mve dollars or five days." merci- Mr. Maxetti. durlne his residence in TON'8
ORUO STORE.
Albuquerque, has deserved and has
lessly remarked the judge.
"See if they found enough on me had the confidence, love and esteem
Toilet sets of all kinds. Best grade.
It
last night to pay my fine," remarked of every man who met him.
would he hard, indeed, to find his per- Reasonable prices. At Rupie'8.
the prisoner.
"You. have the amount here and a sonal enemy. It is true that tlie de
Ask for JAFFA'S KHACK KREAM
liltle over," ald Chief Mi Millin. inak-in- ceased conducted a successful bus; BREAD and take no other.
an inventory of Brown's imsses-slons- . ness here, but he sn carried It on as
to make a friend of every one.
Tom Piatt Is not a nieuiU'r of the
The remains are in chaise of O. fKiwn and Out club. He's down,
Brown thought he had "blowed" all
but
". Strong's
Sons, and the funeral not out.
hU money on the clothes and the aftwill
take place from the parlors of
ermath.
me undertakers at 2:3o p. m.
Police Brevities.
row
(Thursday,
Dec. i:t). all
Keuiiidas Mestes was not sure he
Invited to attend.
had lieen drunk when he whs arraigned. I.eonidas' jag, according to
Chief AJcMlllin, was just as classical J.
E.
EIDER
IS
as his name. Judge Crawford thongut
a double dose would aliout tit the
case. Patrolman Jo- - Salazar toj.k
ELECTED SECRETARY
Mestes out to do the iuitial stunt 'of
his ten days' sentence, loni las is a
frequent caller at the City Jail.
J. 12. I2ider was elected secretary
I
pro i fin o( the Albuquerque
CARD FROM MRS. MEYERS.
e Building & Loan
at
The statement In the paix-- r lliai.
John Meyers' father had died and left a meeting of the association directora will disinheriting his son. is false.' ate held last night, to fill the vaHis father is now living, with one of cancy caused by the death of H. H.
his sons iu Cincinnati. His father 'i'ilton. A permanent secretary will
has no property and never has had be elected at the annual meeting of
an and has never at any time been the association, which will be held
after the first of the year, when it is
in Albuqueifluc.
Ilose said the office of the association will
The father of Hie woman.
be moved from the tirant building to
Well, died, leaving a will disinheriting her because she had run away the N. T. Armijo building. Mr. lilder
now
has a real estate office on the
with a married man. and that man
second tl'ior of the N. T. Armijo buildwas the husband of the writer.
ing
and it is very likely that his
MRS. M. MSYHRri.
rooms there will be converted into
(Jive ihe Highland Meat Market
quarters for the building and loan
I rial order.
That's a!) ilit y ask.

Don't fall to get a copy of the Woman's club edition of this paper.
Every department 'will he complete
In the Wkmian's club Issue of this
paper, edited by the Albuquerque Woman's club members.
He sure and
secure a copy of this paper, soon to
be Issued from this office, together
with a regular edition of this paper.

d
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Blank ets, Comforters
and Pil ows

WORK
HAVING
BOUGHT
OUT
STOCK OF BLANKETS
FORE THE
ADVANCE

P. Schutt

C.

OPERA HOUSE RINK

Cosp'e Skatine

TONIGHT

Contest

Blankets from
Comforters

tvv'

ktTy

M

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

i

$1.00 toll

. Staab Building

!

Don't be in a
HURRY!
Before closing up your pack be ur
and call In the Vann Jewelry
Store. You will find Jut-wha- t
you need to finish up with; Fine
Watchee, Ring., Pint, Chains, Silver,
ware, Cut Glass and China, and the
welleat line of Toilet and Manicure
Sete you ever saw. They are all new
goods, too, just' in; to

com-pany- 'a

Presents

ik

DO NOT FORGET

simtiitmtinsnsstnuMtwitwmiMiMMtt
I

em-ape-

I

i.

1

spe-niiae-

W. MORRIS

THE VANNJEWELRY

JEWELER

Jeweler.
205 Railroad Avenue.
DIAMONDS
WATCHES
JEWELRY
SILVERWARE

--

If you wish to qualify for business
you should attend the

CUT GLASS

"

THE QUALITY THAT
WEARS.
tVT'THE LOWEST PRICES

WE SELL

DAY OR

i

BOOKKEEPING
ENGLISH
BUSINE88 ARITHMETIC
CORRESPONDENCE
COMMERCIAL

.

7

.

AND

Spanish

O. A. MATSON & CO.
err building

'

Write or call for full
Information.

barn

of the Albuquerque Business College

Cut Glass for Christmas

Library Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico'

'

Nothing is more acceptable to the, housewife than a choice piece of

STOVES

STOVES
BASE BURNER

RICH CUT GLASS
Our line this season is unusually large and very complete with each
and every piece priced In such a way that will surprise you.

THE VALUES ARE GREAT
And Mean Saving Most Pronounced

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS
In all

sorts of pieces

new and novel

from the famous Bergen line.

$1.00

Only In Use Two Months
And

Upwards to

New and

$30

I

1

.

m

LAW

SPELLING
SHORTHAND
TYPEWRITING

-

1

GO.

We offer thorough
courses In

,

....,

$20.

Claus

Christinas

.

from

to

A
WHO
Santa

H-

.

150

ALBERT FABER

!

-

IN

$25.00 each.

- "

,,

j,

A
BE-

PRICES, WE ARE THERE-- '
FORE ABLE TO OFFER BETTER VALUES, THAN YOU
WILL
FIND
ANYWHERE
ELSE IN THE CITY.

Western Wonder.
There's
Hill at Bowie. Tex., that's
twice as big as last year. This wonder is W. U Hill, who from a weight
of 90 pounds 4ias grown to ovr 80.
He says; "I suffered with a terrible
cough, and doctors gave me up to die
of constimptloa. 1 wss reduced to 90
pounds, when I began taking Dr.
King's New Discovery for consumption, coughs aad colds. Now, after
taking 12 bottles, I have more thnn
doubled In weight and am completely
IB
cured." Only mire cough and cold
The third of a series of Couple
cure. Guranteed by all druggists, Skating Contests will be held at the
50c and $1. Trial bottle free.
Opera House Rluk tonight. The win
ners of the last contest will not be
NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE, permitted to enter, nor
will
the
CLEAN, SATISFACTORY, ECONOM-ICAcouples who took part in the last con- EXCELLENTFOR
OPEN tests'be permitted to skate together
GRATES, $6.00 PER TON. W. H. Competent judges will bo chosen
from among the spectators.
HAHN & CO.
Indies and Gents' White Sweaters
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have awarded to the winners.
to be washed over. Imperial LaunSpeAdmission, 15c. Skates, 25c.
dry Co.
cial music.
A

((Ttttrttrnttttit

1

DRAWN

f':,

!

'hlgh-gtare-

MEXICAN

The Woman's club special edition
j is going to be a
financial success.
I This
is due to the stirring nienibrrs
of the club who are working hard In
ue part mem.
se-- .
i tie msn
- decured rrom tills edition will
voted to paying the extra expenses of
the new home for the club, which
building Is now In process of erection.

Mining Industry.

made iHihllc yesterday in connection
with tha annual report of the secretary of tlie Interior.
Arlsona has had a prosperous year
alt kinds of industries have yieldad
Copious rains
ed abundat returns.
have furpplled water for irrigation,
and while the destruction of an Important diversion rftom l.i the Salt
River valley by the floods of 19t'5
crippKn! the system of water distribution in that section, very large crops
were produced lioth there dd elsewhere in the territory. Owners of
live stock on the public ranges have
been especially fortunate, the shtep
having reaped
men, In particular,
targe profttB. The mining Industry
h3g also een very profitable, copier
mining having almost assumed . the
proportions of a "boom."
By the census of 1900 the population of Arizona was 122.931. representing a gain of 63.311 during the
decade. The present tstlmate of the
population of the territory is 180,000;
and It Is txdieved that it Is increasing
at the rate of 7 per cent per annual.
The financial condition of the territory Is toetter even than at tile close
of the preceding year, which established a new record. The cash In
the treasury on June 30, 1906, waa
$279,197.60, as against $272,676.14 on

AT A VERY EARLY DAY
FOR IT SOME ITEMS

The Woman's club edition of this
paper will soon issue.
The sale of
extra copies Is expected to be large.

To Secretary of Interior, Which Was
Read to Congress, Supplementary
to Report of Secretary.
H.

Christmas Candy

TO APPEAR

EDITION

REPORT OF ARIZONA'S

CITIZEN

For the Young

Second-han-

BORRADAILE

CHRISTMAS BOOKS.
or Old Attractive Books of All Sorts.

Perfect Condition

Ranges

d

& CO.,

117 Gold Avenue

A ccmiplete and well assorted slock to choose from, come In, take
your time end look through; you'll surely Had Just what you want.

COME

VISIT THIS

XMAS

STORE

Convenience - Comfort - Security I
telephone

The

UNREDEEMED DIAMONDS

duties lighter,

makes the
the caree Isss,

The telephone preserve yout
health, prolongs your life mn4
protects your home.

nd the worries fewer.

FOR CHRISTMAS

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

I

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

-

I

AT LESS THAN WHOLESALE

H. O'RIELLY. & CO.
'LEADING DRUGGISTSN
i".
Mail

ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE

H. YAN0VV,

114

r.

R. R. AVE.

Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

o o o o or

The St. Elmo

For Your Christmas Table
Sterling Silver

,

e

Elegant Carving Sets

LEADING JEWELERS

.

JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

t 2 0 West Railroad Avenue

Roger's Triple Plate
Rich Cut Glass

Finest Whiskies
Winas, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOMS

000oe

"Merry Christmas and Nappy New Year'

Christmas Cigars
25 in a Bex

THE DIAMOND PALACE

i

RAILROAD AVENUE, NEAR FIRST STREET

i

lim

1

Kirster Bros., Manufacturers
SOS
asm

i

South Second Street

I

V
:

J
PAQS

ALBUQUERQUE

tlX.

12.

190.

THE CHRIST MR sl

PRESENT STORE

AT BONAPARTE'S PLAN

INTERIOR

OF

TO SECRETARY

SUBMITTED

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

ONE BOSS WHO SHIES

HAGERWI

ANNUAL REPORT OF GOVERNOR

EVENING CITIZEN.

,

.

SAYS THE IDEA
AN
OFFICIAL
ELECTING
PARTY RULER IS ALL ROT.

Shows Great Progress in New Mexico
in All Lines of Industry, Growing in
Wealth and Population.

PAT McCARREN
OF

Have You Been in Yet to Look Around?

"Special Correspond nee.
12. State Senator
New York. Ie
.NUCarren,
leader of the
H.
Patrick
democratic party in Blooklyn, does
not approve of Secretary Bonaparte's

Aarlculture.
The annual report of Governor H. i
The governor enters into a very in- bi
nt.h.. - t K o
.o '
dmeiiMlon of what has been
scheme for electing political bosses'
Jnterlor. wns mmle public yesterday. Rn(J w;iat can b(J done ,)y mPHn!f OI
Remember there are only
and glvlne 'hem full iower to name
governor
shows
par-thThe report of the
irrigation In New Mexico, citing
such
He
holds
that
public
official.
pros-very
a
ticulurly the history of Irrigation In
the territory Is In
a system would give a man dangerThe rainfall lu the Pecos valley as an example of
serous condition.
ous power, even though his actions
beea
most parts of the territory has
wnat can be done elsewhere by the
would have to be ratified every year
over the average, resulting in un- - combination or good land, an abundant
by the public, and he declares that
uflunlly good range conditions, In a supply
of wafc r, hard work and
such a proposition cannot be enterlarge, supply of water for the Irrigated ,,)n,,y. The value or water and the
tained.
sections and In good results In many necessity of lntenalve and careful cul- More Buying Days Before Christmas!
Known all over the country for his
Vlacos where crops are raised wan- - Uvatlon of Irrigated lands are being
grass
and
good
by
Irrigation.
The
out
success In completely dominating a
nmue more and more appreciated
abundant water supply has resulted tnt, p,,pe. Krult. raising in the lrrl-1great political machine In a communa large per ce.ntnge of increase in
sections Is becoming a great
ity distinguished for Its intelligence
industry. It ltinc now proven beyond
the herds of cattle and sheep.
and its independence In politics, the
The population of the territory la. doubt that New Mexico Is one of the
senator nevertheless holds strictly in
In the opinion of the governor, be-- l greatest and most successful apple
all his nubile utterance's to the prin
300.0(H)
people,
290,000
and
ween
hejRrowjnR
sections
of the United
ciple that the public will must at all
H. J. HAGERMAN.
1eing Inclined to believe that the es-- i states. The apples, peaches, pears,
times be the supreme power in choosj
years
of
previous
Mexico.
New
Eddy,
of
several
Governor
titnates
,,ums and other fruits raised in
With his
ing men and measures.
The
were slightly exaggerated.
Fe,
ix,nna Ana. Santa
Otero
up to susplrton throughout
held
name
output
doubling
these
metallic
gan
of
th
In
the
of
voters
who
voted
not
number
be
juan counties can
tal
and
the length and breadth of the land
sections.
election at 1904 was 43,011. 63.51 per i surpassed anywhere.
J
i
because of the allegation that he I"
i '
cent of whom were of Spanish, Mexl- New
Finances.
thioighout
The tendency
The finances of the ;errltory are the paid agent of the Standard Oil
an and Indian desetnt. and 36.40 per Mexico is toward the dividing of the
and other large holdings of Irrigated lands into reported to be In good condition. The trust, and charged by his enemies
cent of the Anglo-Saxo- n
OPEN EYERY NIGHT
COR. RAILROAD AYE. and FIRST ST.
origin, which figures approximately j small farms of from twenty to eighty balance on hand June 1. 1903. was with being the most despotic and
. represent the proportions
of the total acres, to l.e v ti ked by ihc- - owner and $180,915.10; the total receipts of the dictatorial of bosses, the senator still
tpxes and other Insists that automatic power threatfrom
population who are of similar origin.) j,8 family- ths M .iiSiViil; lo the popu territory
About 10 per cent of the total popu- - latlon and resulrs in nmc!i lietter and sources were $749,834.41. making a ens the welfare of the nation, and
Jation of Spanish. Mexican and In- - more successful fanning.
The va total of $930. .618.91, leaving a balance that It must no be toleraed.
dian descent use the English lan riety of crops raised on both irrigat oa June
lilt of 310,15o.6" The "I am unalterably opposed to the
guage in preference to Spanish.
gross territorial bonded debt amount- plan," said Senator McCarren. "I
lands 1b
Ghas. Mellnl, 8crtar7
ed and
J. D. Eakln, President
O. BachechL Treaxurer.
O. Qloml, Vice President.
the fall planting of small ed on June 1. 1906. to $853,000.
Sheep and Wool.
cannot countenance any such scheme.
proven to be very successful.
The assessed variation of all class- It would make the leader too autoThe sheep industry during the year grainsfarming
is proving a success In es of property In the territory subject cratic In the exercise of his power. I
On Janu- lry
has been very prosperous.
In Quay counto taxation for 1904 was $39,297,239.-53- ; am very much afraid that in suggestary 1, 1906. there were 4,000,000 head many places, especially valley,
In Torin the Estancla
for 1905. $10,085,405.93. and for ing Hiich a thing the secretary was
of sheep within the territory, valued ty and county.
Successors to
.
jILIES
1906 it is $13,242,746.51.
at $14,000,000. One million head of rance Immigration and Lands.
earning of the day when he might
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
year
the
for
levy
The territorial
old ewes and lambs were shipped out
leld such power as was exercised
WMOLMBALK OttALKRB IN
Immigration into the territory has 1905 was 15 mills, and the average
of the territory in the fall of 1905.
by
his ancestor, the great Napoleon."
before,
greater
ever
year
8.81.
much
than
same
been
county
levy for the
The demand for New Mexico lambs as is shown by the extraordinary
It was In his little office that Sen
For 1906 the territorial levy was 14
has 4ieea greater than ever before,
ator McCarren uttered uiese words,
especially in mills.
prices paid ranging from $2.75 to number of land entries, new
surrounded by scores of his follow- railroads
Wa kaap avarytblog In stoek to outfit tbo
Education.
$3.75 per head; yearling wethers, $4 the counties where the
6,108
rs eager to confer with him on a
I
were
being
There
are
built.
terrimost foMdlaos bar oomplala
l.i
the
Educational matters
per head, and breeding ewes from
tory have beea excellent ly conducted great variety of pressing matters that i
$4.60 to $6 per head. The territory homestead entries made during the
appointed
Have
exclusive agent In the Southwest for Jot, 8.
been
:
ending June 30, I9ii, ag- under the supervision of the superin- had arisen during the days in which
produces rrom 18,000,000 to 20,000.-00- fiscal year 1.115,575
8chlltx, Wm. Lemp and St Low's A. B. C. Brewaries; Yellowstone,
840
gregating
acres:
desert
hunting
monsters
Gila
was
whose
he
absent
Instruction,
tendent of public
In
pounds of wool per annum.
Green River, W. H. McBrayafa Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Mon1905 wool netted the growers
from land entries, comprising 15(1,803 acres. reports show that the schools In thea in Arizona. The senator's office Is as i
arch, and 3th er standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
acres
7,325
settlements.
of
alien
! rr
and
t nil n tn (fl'Untp.Hi'.i
satisfactory
nerted
strange as is the
lender him
nanta riiiT
cities nr. in a most
were
1906.
July
1.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
On
conthere
shows!
4?.M.S37
and in the rural districts
self. It was originally intended for
pound. The lambing this year
But sell the straight article aa received by us from tne best Vlnerles,
dition are somewhat Improving. The
dressing room for the stage of the
an average increase of over 90 per crea open o settlement. 3u.723.934
acres of which have been surveyed number of teachers employed in the meeting room of the Thomas Jeffer
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect our
cent for the entire territory
The to- territory is 900; the number of pupils son building, owned by the demo
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Mce List,
and 14.116,703 unsurveyed.
,
Lumbering.
tal area of the territory is 78.428,800 enrolkd In schools, 40,000; enumera- cratic party. The hall is now used
Ueaed to dealers only.
The forest policy of the govern- acres, 28.500,000 of which is reserved. tion between 5 aad 21 years of sge,
infrequent
an
besides
but
BOSS
McCARREN.
for
little
ment, which was until recently looked During the year 35,907 acres have
total receipts for school pur- meeting of the county committee, and
upon with disfavor, is now much lieen selected by the United States 76.000:
value of school the drop curtain of the stage Is sel- - of the parties, but they must pass
poses.
$600,000;
-i
-i
m ii a -i m i"i M
a
M
more thoroughly understood, and, as land commission for the benefit of
ii iiflMr'i el ri fi ri."i
rii 11 M ii M
houses and furniture, $900,000. The oni raised.
directly upon the merits of every
a consequence, generally favorably territorial institutions.
during
teachers' institutes conducted
Whenever the senator has anything individual who would hold office and
accepted. Some sheep men still think
Mining.
months have greatly adsay to a henchman that as far as possible upon questions of
the grazing fee Is too high, but genDuring the past fiscal year great the summer
In efficiency and resulted 1a particular to
vanced
erally the stock men appreciate the strides hav been made in the devel great good to the common school In- must under no circumstances
Anything
be politics and principles.
deplorable evil sure to follow from opment of the coal mines of the terheard, by those about, he goes that would centralize the powers of
territory.
of
terests
the
overstocking and realize that through ritory. The coal fields of New Mexico
through a dbor to the stage, and government and put them in the
the creation of forest reserves the embrace an area of more thaa 1.000.- - The governorGambling.
strongly recommends there In the gloom the message is hands of one man or one coterie
range will be preserved for future 000 acres and the available quantity
conveyed. Usually, however, his con- would be dangerous, and I am un
ligenerations. There are five forest of coal is more than 8.000,000,000 the passage of the bill prohibiting
are held In a throng which quallfledly opposed to It."
eserve in New Mexico the Pecos ton. The gross production of the censed gainbllag in,,vthe territories, ferences
presses upon him on all sides, each
The senator has a habit of speak'
of
house
passed
'W?s
the
which
Jeoiez,
river, the
the Gila river, the mines for the fiscal year was 1,784,- representatives at
In a bantering tone when 'he is
speak.
eager
Ing
turn
to
for
of
member
his
session
last
the
covering
IJncoln and the Portales
228 tons; amount used in operating
"The ine-- e fact that the boss is questioned on an Important topic
5.211.241 acres. It is estimated that mines 67,490 tons; net product snip congress, but failed to pa.ss In the
of ped 1.726,738 tons, valued at $2,279- - senate. He states that the passage of elected and wo,:Id have to go before about which he is not anxious to talk
there are 20.000,000.000 foet 13.
for the wel the people for approval at regular Inand it war. this tone be
timber in the reserves, 10.647.000,000 940. The net poduction is an increase this bill would do much
of tervals would not do away with the used in speaking of Secretary Bona
advancement
permanent
and
fare
marketable,
which
at
Is
of
valued
feet
of 14.29 per cent over last year.
petple of the
and would fact that as long as he Is in charge parte. Then suddenly he dropped his
$20,000,000.
New Mexico is destined to be one the
have terribly nutticratic voice to a serious levei, and said:
hown of the greatest coal producing sec be welcomed by e; large majority of he would
The lumber Industry has
great activity.
powers," says McCarren. "It would
"Of course, the proposition is all
The total output of tions of the United States. la many all classes of the people.
never do. 'The people must pass not damned rot, and that's all one needs
manufactured lumber for 1905 was old mining districts there has been
420,000,000 feet The mills have a to- much increased activity and many
NURSERY PRODUCTS
emly upon the questiem of leadership to say about it."
.
tal capacity of 600.000 feet. Private new districts have Been opened up.
lumbering companies control about There lias beea a sttadier and more
1.000,000 acres of timber land. Two healthful tone in mining in New Mex
AND
SHADE TREES.
FRUIT
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Everybody 'Steemed.
thousand five hundred men are em- Ip,. rtiirln
NU ruuwcna.
than hua SHRUBS, VINtS
th
" .Km.
l
iist
Mlrfs
esteem
an
Mattie
oath that he
Blakemore.
vmnic j. chranev mnk
l
ployed in the camps at an average l,POn
ulncp BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW
.
f.vr o AmA..
J.
ed voting lady of East Mala street, ' snlor partner of the rirm of
wage of $2 per day.
Some of the the decline
WALTER
124
ALGER,
in
the
business
SOUTH
t'heney
Co.. dolnn
urice of silver. De-- ' N. W.
is Msiting W neeltng reiatles.
City of Toledo. County and State afore- largest companies have accepted the velomnent woi the
lt hn
lieen arifelallv STREET,
.1.
A. uurson, an esiema cuizen -- aid. and that snld firm win pay tne sum
government methods of reforesting, active in the mining regions of Grant
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
for each
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM of Mount Olivett, Is spending this of onk HUNURKD WLUH8
anT one has offered to deed all its and Socorro counties. The following
week at Piedmont.
K
,h n
nf Han - catarrh
lands to the government after the Is the metallic production of the ter BREAD and take no other.
CORNER 4th AND GOLD
Miss Katie
Welsh, an esteemed cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
trees over eight inches in diameter ritory during the year VM)a: Gold 19,-- ;
In
Sworn to before me and
yeuinu ladv of Newark, suent Tuesday
Cure for SOre Nipples
The largest com 1C2 fine ounote, valued at J9b.H2;
have been cut.
As soon as the child Is done nurs-sllve- at the home of Mrs. Chas. Barlow. ' Ty ireTce"
pany employs 850 men at. its mills
396,028 fine ounces, valued at ng apply Chamberlain's salve. Wipe
Miss Maud Wilson, an esteemed
a. W. GI.KASON
In Albuquerque, cut an average of $241,609;
Notary Public
(Heal.)
copper 6,522.823 pounds, it oK witn a BOft oloth before allow-valuyoung lady of this place, enjoyed
325.000 feet, and produce l.lOtf doors.
Hull'- Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally
at $1,024,083; lojd. 5,387.192 jng the child to nurse. Many trained Saturday and Sunday with Mr. and and
directly on the blood and muacts
1.800 windows and five carloads of
pounds valued at
zinc
nurses use this with the best results Mrs. G. A. Karcher, of Martin's
cous surfaces of the system. Send for
box material per day.
(Eighty-fiv- e
testimonium, free.
Years the Standard of Piano Construction)
164.204 lKHinds valued at $181,688, irlM( 25 cents per box. For sale by
atailroad construction has been act- total
K. J. CHKNET & CO.. Prop..
iMiss Allle Cook, one of the esteem
value or mineral output.
druggists,
Toledo, Ohio.
There are fully
ive during the year.
Conctdft leday te tc tht scst is the we rid
of iron and coal $2,396,690.
ed young ladles of Sandy Ridge, left
Take Hall's Family Pills for consttpa
"
2.800 miles of railway in the territory. slve
Durlag the. past year there have
this week for Bellalre. Barnesvllle tlOfl.
IYhr to January 1, 1898. there were been
lO.) Enterprise.
The Citizen Print Shop Is
Since 11 In operation 23 mining plants of
1,424.1 miles In operation.
MAUSARD MILLS are paying $1.40
descriptions. In Grant county the
where you can
the most for
January 1, 1898. 1.131.6 miles have completion
Sarah rtornhantt t broke. Sarah's ' Per 100 pouads for good clean wneat
vour money. We print every.
of a. 2o0 ton copper smell- conleei built, and there were under
...SOLD ONLY BY THE...
great financial mistake was in not and give in exchange 85 pounds or
lead stack at 4 thing but greenbacks and post- plant and a
struction on August 1. 1906, 733 miles, lag
or wneat,
nour
pounds
IZ3
pnone,
best
original
beting
ior
the
aqe
county,
stamps.
,
nave
a
of
Deming,
memlier
greatly
the
Luna
.Either
It
making a total operating and under
F. O. B., Albuquerque.
Florodora sextet.
stimulated mining operations, nearly
(Established 1882.)
ronhtructUm of 3.288.7 miles.
Come in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything in music
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy payment plan.
Atouquerque, mew Mexico.
AND
H 116 South Second street.
fistfsVSjSJflP)sVSSHBSs1sMBgpBjVBjgpVVMpggBjgpjQgg
IN SOUTHERN ALBERT A. CANADA
. IT'S ANNOYING
TO HAVE SOMETHING THAT NOBODY WANTS.
WE ARE NEVER TROUBLED THAT
Irrigated farm lands In Egypt, according to reports of the United
WAY FOR EVERYBODY WANTS US
States Department of Commerce, are worth 1225 per acre. Irrigated
TO TAKE CARE OF THEIR PLUMBfarm lands in the United States are worth from flOO to $2,000 per
acre.
ING CONTRACTS. THERE'S A REAIrrigated farm lands In Southern Alberta are worth just as much
SON FOR OUR POPULARITY, INor more than lands in Egypt and the United States, but the Canadian
VESTIGATION
WILL PROVE THAT
per
selling
$18
$25
to
acre
them
at from
Pacific Railway Company is
WE DO HIGH CLASS PLUMBING
block.
for the purpose of Inducing settlement In their 3,000,000-acrWORK AT THE RIGHT PRICES. TO
Irrigated farm lands sold by them three months ago at from $18
PROVE
THIS GET OUR ESTIto $25 per acre are now being held by the purchasers at from $50 to
MATES.
$75 per acre.
The difference between $18 and $2,000 is worth while, if you are
&
Interested In doubling and trebling your money within a few months.
If yoij are, drop a card to the address below and receive detailed in122 West Silver Avenue.
formation, Including maps, literature, etc., fully describing the opportunity of the age.
..
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Chickering & Sons Pianos
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MADE PRACTICAL AIRSHIP

Irrigated Farm Lands

UNCLE SAM WANTS IT

$18.00 to $25.00 per acre
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The Canadian Pacific Irrigation

S

required to swear

thi-- j

ROOM 31, CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA
ttloa Dopmrtmant, Irrlgattd Lmnda., Canadian Raoltlo Railway jj
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Tile Wri.jhi aeroplane Is constructed of wiMiden framework, canvas ami
wire sLays. Two rectangular t'ramei
thirty fo t lon aud fix feet wide are

:r.

Colonization Co's., Ltd.

covered with canvas, and are
parallel lo ea h other rive feet apart
liave by trusses
The sides and ends of
of aerial navigation thai !!
receiv4l offers from Ui war deart-ment- the parall-- surfaces are curved dtwn-wurd- .
of two nations, Ktauce aad the
The
flies broadside on,
I'uited Suites, for thiir aeroplane.
Which of the two governments will and is xuidel by two rudders. The
f
suece'ed In BiMuring till.- new aid to rudder which governs tine 82glo
accent or desceiu consUis of V''ra"el
warfare is still in doubt.
While other aurouauts and inven- suifact fix feet square, attached to
tors have talked freely of their work, the main parallel surfaces of the
This rudder is titled upward
the Wrights 'have always worked with
They will not or downward to govern the angle of
the greatest
tlieir flight. At the back of the- machine
talk, neither will they show
l.lans or models. They have not held a vertical rudder to guide the craft to
Immi left or rig'lit.
u test Might In over a year, aud
they were trying out their machine The gasoline engine is located bethey went nle mil-- s out of Dayton tween the Bialu surfaces, and th.
is bflow the lower surface. The
aud worked over a iiiarhy meadow.
of
A few friends were permitted to come crate s,o tar has develoiMi a !ee-tlitftiU. 4'i mil s au hour ou a straight course.
close enough to see the
he-I-

s

Supply Co.
Nash Electrical
roR evEmriMiNQ kubctrical
s.

ALL WORK aUARANTKKO

mu'-uiii-

OOO W.

Railroad Avanua

nia-chin-

i.--.

.
12
To Ohio
lM.vt'n, Ohio,
the credit for perfecting the
brat i radical flying machine. The
Wright
of Dayton tiave so
in solving the problem
lar '( i
IK-c-
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Albuquerque

Foundry and

Both Rhonaa

Machine Works

R. R. HALL, Rroprlator
Iron and Brass CkStlnta; Ore, Coal and bainber Cars; Saaaiafe,
fuller, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Colsnci aad Iroa TraaU fat
Bulldlnss.
m am aminlnm mmd mill Maehlnarv a Bomolalty a. M.
Alssaterese,
roundry east tide et railroad traea,

O O0-00-

04040B040000.

CO.,

F. PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8T0CK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street.
Both Phones.
If you have tried other tailors ami
are uot satisfied why mt try us.
We know we cau please you, once
you gti a suit of us you are sure to
come again, us our work Is all strictly
first class.
Cleaning, pressing and repairing
neatly done on short notice.
If you w?nt something r'.ghl give us
i
a trial.

Latest Designs in Table Lamps. Chandeliers, Shades and
Have your House Wired.
Electric
liousa-l'urnishing-

L. BELL

I

F. TOMEI
If

& BRO.
Rallraad Avanua

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

12, 1906.

iTerritorial
Topics

Hot Times

Are Coming
r
I

JUDGE

If you buy your heater
of us. w e handle the
celebrated
line of stoves and rang-e- s.

J5.

BRIDGE-BEAC-

H

J.
iJ'SUPERIOR
.AIRTIGHT.

....

S

RAILROAD T

Rotnlebnsh, formerly of
employed in the office of
Superintended Br er. ..with headquarters at Sun Marclal, N. M.
K.

1b

Engineer Ballon, of Arkansas City,
who ha been off duty on account of
illness for several days, arrived in
TPkil tg receive treatment at the
Sauta Fe hospital.
Charles Smith, who recently reigned his position as roundhouse foreman at Argentine Kan., has accepted
a similar position at El Paso, Texas,
on the El Paso and Southwestern
system.
J. E. Moon, an engineer on the Missouri diflsiwn at Fort Madison, Iowa,
has been appointed traveling road
foreman of engines of the southern
Kansas division, between Ottawa and
Wellington.
W. H. Boregard, who formerly held
a position In the trainmaster's office
at. Cnanute, Kan., is now In Panama,
where he U working In a position for
the government which Is similar to
the position of trainmaster.
m
m
m
Fred Grim, who recently resigned
his position at the Williams depot to
accept a more lucrative one with the
same company, lefi Ee other day
for 1)8 Angeles, where he will spend
a few days with his parents before
assuming his new duties.
The resignation of E. F. Cost, ns
second vice president and traffic manager of the Sealoard Air Line railroads, becomes effective December
15. Mr. Cost Is to become vice president in clmrge of traffic of the Kansas City Southern
railroad.
m
m
m

Frank Dibert. assistant treasurer of
the Santa Fe Railway company, returned to Santa Fe from Kstancla.
where he went Saturday.
He was
the guest there of his son and dauch
Mr. and Mrs. Animon Di
bert.
ter-in-la-

Howard Combs, son of W. N
Combs, formerly chief train dls
patcher at
on the Santa Fe,
has resigned his position in the offices
of the Rock Island and has accepted a position In the office of the auditor of disbursements on the Santa Fe.
EUgene McElroy. clerk in the office
of the division superintendent at Las
Vegas, has been appointed chief clerk
in the office of E. A. Austin, division
superintendent at La Junta.
John
Roberts, who has been holding the
position, has been transferred to
where he will work In the
offices of J. E. Hurley, the general
nianuge r.
m
m
To-pek-

To-pek-

m

The Rat on Range says: A draw-lia- r
on a stock car loaded with horses
gave way at the north yard limit at
Raton on Thurslay H7g;ii, and the
helper engine behind it crashed into
it and wrecked the car.
All the
horses escaped from the car except
one, which was killed. All the next
day a posse .of men were hunting for
the horses, which were scattered
about the country.
They were all
caught but ten, and Agent Larlinore
is offering a reward for the return of
t hese.
m
m
t-

"BUM GEORGE" DIED
AT WINSLOW, ARIZ.

George Smith, better known as
"Bum George," and one of the familiar characters around Wlnslow for
several years past, died there Monday
afternoon. He went to Arizona when
a young man and was a telegraph operator, railroad clerk and brakeman
at Wtinslow for several years.
He
afterwards went to tending bar, and
to
drinking
heavily,
which
thn took
resulted in his downfall. He had a
good education and was at one time a
good citizen. He has relatives living la Port Huron, AHch.
The remains were buried at Wlnslow.
m
m
m

Grge W. Smith, general master
mechanic on the Missouri Pacific, was
in Topeka and was the guest of A. M.
Haird in North Topeka.
Mr. Smith
was wiaster mechanic at that city sev-- j
years
ago
eral
snd was transferred!
as general master mechanic to the
coaM. lines of the Santa Fe.
He remained there for four or Ave years,
when
resigned and accepted
he
a similar position on the Illinois CenHe resigned that position to
tral.
accept his present position.
.Mi.
Htiird wax foreman if the boiler shop
until a few years ago. when h
He and Mr. Smith secured
patents on a number of pneumatic
machines which are used extensively
111 the
shops of the Santa Fe system.
INJUNCTION OBTAINED BY
GRAND

CANYON

RAILWAY.

The Grand Cunyon railway has oli- an injunction against the
county of Coconino, Arizona,' restraining the county from collecting the
taxes assessed against the railway
and the El Tovar hotel at Grand
canyon.
The territorial board of
equalization placed the railway on
the tax roll and assessed its value at
a little more than $299,00. The railway company claims exemption from
taxation iir.'.'.C-- r an act of the legislature of Arizona passed in 1899. and
that the exemption extend fyr ICU
years that is until March 1, laog.
The case is expected to lie hcar )(t
the Apri term 6f court, 1907.
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WON IN RACfc.
TO REACH DYING WIFE.
Superintendent, y, a. McUovern, of
the Southern, Pacific, who left El
Paso last Friday morning on a special
DEATH

In

iesonse to a telegram from

Tuc-

son announcing the serious illness of
his wile at that place, was beaten in
his race with death. His wife ex-before he reached Henson.
rtl
As soon as the mtssnge of Mrs. Mc-

... AND

McFIE GRANTED
LEAVE OF ABSENCE

Harness
at Reduced
Prices.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE
ONLY
T.ME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING
MAK,NQ FALL BUVINQ POPULAR. LET
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

K

KIATtR Hilt nrirll 01 Tn mintinr

Albuquerque Carriage Company

lit

a law suit says the Optic. Mr. Simon
Olledorf says that when ho last heard
of his brother he was In the employ
the Mexican government as Inter
Governs IllnesR was delivered to Su- of
perintendent MeGovern, who was In preter in nve different languages for
El Paso, he ordered his train made President lYirflrlo Dlnr a tut wan hint
up nnd at. fi:3) o'clock Friday morn- seen on his way to the Paris exposi
tion.
ing the race to beat death to the
of Mrs. MeGovern In Tucson beHANGING AT KINGMAN
gan.
FRIDAY, DEC. 14.
It was realized early by the physidraws near for the hangcians that Mrs. MeGovern had prac- ingThe time'
tically no chance to recover and that placeof luC. C. Leigh, which will take
yard at Kingman,
death was only a matter of a few Arizona, the jail
next Friday letween the
hours.
Passing station nfter station at a hours of 11 and 2 o'clock. Sheriff
high rate of speed, Hnd clipping mile Brown has decided to have present
none- but the statutory numlier of witafter mile off the distance, Mr. Me- nesses
and has selected those that
Govern had hopes of reaching the
Kb shows no signs
bedside of tis wife bore the end are to attend. LeiJoking"
a Wit
the
of despondency.
might come.
as thought it was a picnic he
However, the distance was too everst
great and death was too swift, for was preparing, for. The gallows have
just as the special was pulling Into been built, only the details of the trap
Everett. Wash.. Dee. 12 Mis W.
Benson a message was received there being unfinished.
garet Nelson, a wife of only ten
giving the sad news of Mrs. MeGovWHITE OAKS INDULGING IN
months, has been granted a divorce
ern 's death.
GENUINE ELOPEMENT on lecnlljr grounds. Sh. testified
White Oaks was the scene of a that Elmer Nelson, her husband, was
VICTIMIZED BY BOGUS CHECK genuine elopeimnt Sunday night, so ejalous that he set an alarm clock
says the White Oaks Outlook. It to ring every hour In the night so
seems that Will Owea and Sally that he might awaken and ascertain
been "sweet on each IT she were la the houp. She
SCHEME WAS
SUCCESSFULLY Grumbles had
other" for som time past, greatly to that he also placed pins In the said
winWORKED LAST SATURDAY.
the objection of the girl's mother, dow in order to detect her In case
daughter
who
much
her
considered
Several prominent local merchants
young to marry, besides other
were swindled last Saturday after- too
noon by cashing checks for a mild very good and cogent reasons, hest
mannered, innocent' appearing stran-- , known to the mother herself, last
week Sally came to White Oaks from
ger, who claimed he was employed
ranch and was stopping for a
the smelter, says the Star City Inde- the
few days with her sister, Mrs. Nlles.
pendent.
Where the man came from and A day or two after her arrival Owen
when he arrived in town .are mere appeared In town, but nothing was
mutters of conjecture. However, he t.iought of the matter at th' time.
made his initial appearance In the Some time early Sunday night the
first act of his little drama on Thurs couple disappeared and it was afterday morning, at which time he casual- ward learned that they went direct to
ly entered the Silver City National Carriozo, and boarded the first traia
bank and opened an account, by mak- that came along, which hapjiened to'
Just
ing a small deposit.
He followed be the one running northeast.
this act up by calling at the bank where they were beaded for no one
Friday evening and withdrawing what Ftems to know, neither had taey at
last accounts telegraphed back for
he had deposited the previous day.
This ended his legitimate dealings forgiveness or an Invitation to return
at the bank, and he proceeded to exe- to the maternal domicile.
cute the
climax to his
scheme on Saturday afternoon, when ROBBER WORKED
WHILE VICTIMS SLEPT
he liegan Issuing checks with gpiier-ouliberality.
Each check was
While the guests in the Woodward
signed by a different name anil wa hotel, at Douglas, Ariz., were slumkindly cashed by some merchant. In bering peacefully, the other night a
signing same he used the names of bold robber wtnt through a number
Uureh. King, Schmidt and Reeman, of the rooms aad secured several
the amounts being res;l'ct!vely $1, watches and about fifty, dollars in
$2. $5. $S and $1D, a total
6, money taken from the pockets of tho
of
which is conceded to be a very fair victims. The robber evidently wow
salary for three days' work.
gum sole shoes and had a good nerve.
This smooth young man has not yet
W. W. Stovall and room mate, 'John
been apprehended, and It is presumed Marshal, were sleeping soundly when
s
that he enjoyed the luxuries of a
the midaight marauder entered t'helr
passage on Saturday evening' room.
Each lost a valuable gold
outgoing train.
watch and all the money they had.
Senator Freeze also a guest in the
WHY SO WEAK?
hotel lost about 3i and a watch.
Mrs. Rose Horn, rroprlctoress of
Kidney Troublea May Be Sapping t'.ic- hotel,
was the only one who saw
Your Life Away. Albuquerque Peothe robber with one hand just ready
ple Have Learned this Fact.
to cover her mouth. Before the ascould act. however, the woman
When a lieaithy man or woman be- sailant
the ilght resound with her
gins to run down without apparent made a;id
the robber fled tfown the
cause, becomes weak, languid, de- W2ils
and escaped in the darkness.
pressed, suffers backache, headache, stalr3
EMMA CAI.VE.
dizzy spells and urinary disorders, He has not been captured.
Emma Calve, the greatest of Hie
look to the kidneys for the cause of it
grand opera singers, is to be married
all. Ket p the kidneys well and they
tO II llltll, I Vu..r V...ICOMING EVENTS
i ,i i ...Oil.
inn i lunni i f, ui;- .
will keep you well.
Doau's Kidney
cording to cable dispatch's from
Pills cure sick kidnevs and keep them
,1.
iu
well.
December H King of Tramps.
The man is Eugene Higglns, w'uo
Juan A. Ortega, ex policeman, of
31
Family.
My
hart u, iliii't 111 'ir iim
December
Wife's
libu
mi. i.iwi ...
.i,,,m,,iii!,
in
Loma street Santa Ke, N. M., says:
Royal
18
December
The
Slave
spend. Higgins fell In love with
"If all troubled with pain In the back
December 25 Aslta, The Singing Cnlve v.;ien he heard her sing in New
have that annoyance ended as quickly Girl. Matinee and night.
York.
Then he Ml blind, but folas the use of Doan's Kidney Pills, proJanuary
The Marriage of Kitty. lowed her to Paris and was in a box
cured at Ireland's Pharmacy, ended Matinee and night.
every time she sang. Flaally Calve
mine, then baenache due to kidney
January 21 The Two Johns.
noticed Higgins and sent for him.
complaint would cease to have any
January 28 Paul Ullmore, la Yale. The result, they say, is an engage- terrors for users of thig strengthen1
February
King
Richard,
the
ing and curative preparation. No one Third, by John GrtiUh.
n Santa Fe need be In the least duFebruary 4 Hoyt's Comedy ComKing of All Cough Medicines.
bious about using Itoan'g Kidney Pills pany.
Md.
E. G. Case, a mall carrier of
if they require a medicine to streneth- February 3 Sis Hopkins.
en their kidneys."
Canton Center, Conn., who has been
February
Messenger Boy.
In the U. S. service for about sixteen
ror sale by all dealers. Price 50 February S Creston Clarke.
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo. New
by j years, says: "We have tried many
F.ehruary 11 Julius
Caesar
cough medicines for croup, but Chamlorn, sole agents for the United Charlea Hanford.
j
States. Remember the name Doans
Mareh 14 The County Chairman.' berlain's Couglj Remedy Is king of all
and take no other.
5.
This Is the hunger performance of and oae to be relied upon every time.
We also find it the best remedy t".:
season.
the
Homemade articles, suitable
cooghs and colds, giving certain refor
holiday gifts, at Mrs. M. C. Wllron'n.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM sults and leaving no bad after
224 West Gold avenue.
fects." For sale by all druggists.
BREAD and take no .ther.

Corntr First Strait and Tljtra Avon

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

e

'..ra:
she s'.ionld attempt to steal out of
the windows. In addition to having
taken possesion of the kevs to the
door after locklag It.
His Jealousy and his peculiar meth-- !
ods guarding her against the attenof any other msn, Mrs. Nelson
tions
said, eventually killed all her affec-Ulofor him and drovw her to leave
;hitn. The court promptly granted
the divorce.
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MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE. N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
KANSAS
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO.
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25l
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE.
AND PUBLIC PARK
WITH BEAUTIFUL
OLD SHADE TREES;
AND GRAND
PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES:
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500
COMMERCIAL
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE
T"E PPLEN PATENT ROLLER
daily;
mfll. capacity iso
31

barrels

n
0

H

n
m

large

winery three hotels. restaurants, etc.
bktjcn is the largest shipping point for
Wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay
in central new mexico. its importance
as a great commercial railroad city in
the near future can not be estimated.
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All Kind

of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third BtrMt

W. E.

Price

0NSUMPTI0N

EOoMt.00

0UGH8itf

Free Trial.

0LDS

MAUGEK

WOOL

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TttOTJB-LE-S,
or MONEY BACK.

PIL

with Raaoe A Mauf er.
Office, 115 North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

Indian Pile
fL A Dr. Wllltums'
cure Blind,
5mtniMl will
rwHleeUiiiR
and Iiohing
Piles. liabHorlis the tumors,
la
illuys the telling

TOTI A ORADI

at otu-e- , sou Dealers In Groceries, ProvUIoni,
AH a TxmltlrM. irvin iiiwlniit m.
Rsa
lU'f. Dr. M'llliumK'Iniltnnl'lleOInt'
Grain and FueL
ttlftnt 14 lirnnaroil fur rl Ii.m .n,l
Inif of tho privatn ports. F'.viry box Is Fine Line of Imported Wines, Llqiers
and Cigars. Place your orders
T.urruiiMMi.
iy aniirgists, tf nrnH on receipt of nrli'c. Ml ci'iiti and fl.OU.
WILLIAMS
this line with us.
KtNUFXCTURING tl.. Prop.
l velaiTd.
7
NORTH THIRD STRJTJr
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.
I

I

tt

HJ-lll-21-
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BECKER

B. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATES-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room t, Cromwell Block, Alfcuquerqoe
Telephone.
174.
Automatic

HOTEL

New Management, November

I,

1

90S

Opposite' tho Santa rm Depot
ADOLPH BECKER, Proprietor

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL B8TAT.
' LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Arm Jo Bulldlaa.
1

El'GENE HIGGINS.
inent.

i

THE HIGHLAND LIVER
BAMBROOK BtTOB..
rop.

Th picture of Higgins was taken
before he became blind. He Is' a
graduate of Columbia ad a member
of less tiiau a milion social und
.yacht cltils In Europe and the Uni- ted States.
He has spent most of the time for
20 yesrs cruising the world ever In
his lieautiful yacht Varuiiii. Upon it
r
he maintained
discipline
ami compiled his guests to strictly
obey the rules. He
n lavish
1
terminer.
COMING IN OUT

j

iBifl

LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLB
8ADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY,

The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John 8t

A. E. WALKER,

man-of-wa-

riRs

INSURANCE.
Secretary Mutual Bulldlnf ajwets
Uon. Office at :i7 Wert Raiha

n--

OF THE COLD avenue.
appreciate a perfectly heated
house, but It Is not every house that
is properly warmed. If yours Is lackW. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
ing in any way. or If you are undecided what Is the best system to In- LIVERT. 8 ALE,
FEED AND TRANSstall- III A new
n nrA Inln. timiaav, unA
.. iiqcu
- - ........
imviFER STABLES.
mntloa that Is trustworthy and valu- huh.--, iei us Know
ot your trouble. Horses and Mules Bought and
We are sneclalista fnr hm wai.r hn,
changed.
air and steam heating.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE" OITt
Try a Citizen want advertisement Standard Plumbing & Heating Go Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

say that
Dealers
who
those
have used Chamberlain's
Stomach
aad I.iver Tablets are quite loyal to
them and can not be persuaded to
take any substitute. Get a free sam-- i
pie at any drug store, give them a
trial and you, too, will want them in
preference to any other. Tbey cure
Btoin&ch troubles, biliousness and constipation.
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COME TO BELEN, M. M.
0
BEL EN IS

Meat Market

Dr. King's
Now Discovery

m

d

THIRD STREET

couch
CURE the LUNC8

WITH

j

0Os4KK44K
aoBooo9mm
its Location

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc
Harness & Saddles,

ALBUOcrmour. mcw

iilflr

a

LATEST

& CO.,
J. KORBER mzxico
00000000000000ooo)k
and

'r.

THE

the market of

on

KILLthe
--

WITH

Lap Robes
,
Horse Blankets

first-clas-

,

styles

n

ft

1

j j j j

TREE.

well-planne-

I

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED

v4'

li

203

viaiA212UUH
NEW STORE
NORTH SECOND S
T

ifiifiiiii'iiiiBiiiiiiiiiii

3

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

CALVE, THE GREAT, AND HER ROMANCE

I

Vehicles

ALARM CLOCK TO CATCH WIFE

BOTI PHONES

bet-Bid-

Robert
Topeka,

oooooooooooc

JEALOUS HUSBAND SET THE

OLLENDORF
Rernnrrt Ollenilorf hrnfhir if Ml.
by the
mon. Is being Inquired-fo- r

THE FURNITURE MAN

Csrscr CmI an! Settad

PAGE SEVEN

TRYING TO LOCATE
BERNARD

D. EMMONS

ST

CITIZEN.

Judge John R. McFie of the First
Judicial district
court, has been
granted a twenty days' leave of absence bt ginning yesterday. He Is not
planning to go anywhere to spend his
vacation and he has not quite made
up his mind yet that lie seeds a re
spite from his Judiciary duties.

Prices and terms
ot oe
to suit all.

'its

EVENING

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

we
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0
0
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000COs
A Railway

A

Center

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

CI

--

The Belen Tjown and

Im-

BECKER,

Pres.

WM. M. BERGER,

ONE-THIR-

MONEY CASH.

TWO-THIRD-

S

D

MAY REMAIN

ON

NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE'
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES. IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE TUB CHOICEST LOTS.

provement Co.
MH

OUR PRICES OF LOTS -- ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE

Sec'y.
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UNDER

PERSONAL

Shoes

Our Women's Shoes never fail to please the
most critical eye. They have a gracefulness and
' dash of style that all women like.
Shoes to be
,'

;

handsome, artistic and skillfully made need not
be EXPENSIVE SHOES.

Look at Our Women's Shoes
Talent kid. dull tops, light or heavy soles, military or French
ultit'Wil 1
jheelg, lace or button
III

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $5.00.
Vlcl kid, light or extension soles, low. medium or high heels,
.
,lace or button
,

$2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $5.00
made on new lasts, well fitting, solid all through-

Dnngota,

-

When purchased at C. M. Brigham's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure toe best manufactured,
we find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

C. M. BRIGHAM
Successor to
F. F. TROTTER,
ftoa. 113 and 12t) South Second
,

street

T. Y. MAYNARD,

The Holidays are rapidly approaching. None realize this fact more
Cham do we, and anticipating a repetition of the gratifying patronage
accorded us last holidays, we have purchased the finest line of Rich
n
Cut Glass, Hand Decorated China and Sterling Silver Ware, la
to our usual lines ever known In this cky. The goods are on
display in our salesroom, 8outh Second Street, and we cordially invite
yeur early lnsrectlon. Special attention paid to mall Inquiries.
addl-dltlo-

'

,

Co.

Hickox-Maynar- d

New Mexico's

nnd

Leading

SOUTH

ThP ram. of Alfredo Salaznr, charg
ed with foraery, was brought tip before Judge Ira Abliott In chambers nt

the Bernalillo county court house this

morninir.
It will be remembered that ttaiazar
as been convuteu oi a minnm cmuc
and that he has a scntsnce of one
ear In the penitentiary against mm
susnemled during good behavior.
Judge Abbott nas ssaiazar a case
This morning he
nder advisement.
had District Attorney Clancy look up
the matter of Salazar's former trial
nd the district attorney Is to report
to him.
Meantime Salazar Is In jail, waiting
he unraveling of the rather conipli- iited Mate of affairs,
it is ornlmlile that he will have an
opportunity tf see the inside of the
penal insunnion again ai nania reef()re he is trieil lor top anegefl nrgery for which he was recently ar
rested.
Jottings From Probate Court.
Probate Judge Jesus Romero this
morning approved the bond of O. N.
Marron ami Patrick Kellener. execu- tiT3 of the estate of the late John
Cond-in- .
The amount of the bond 18,

t.

Arlst.

NOIV

In the purchase of ' a Piano

TODAY
We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
t.
your own
SEE US betore you buy
prices-almos-

Good Sense in Purchasing
Boy's Wearables ror the . .
Boys' Christmas Presents
Show your good judgment this year by buying

that boy of yours something from which he may

de-

rive practical benefit.

Do It Today

Lindemann,

.earnard

COAL

well-kno-

SECOND

w

Boys' Waists, Gloves, Ties, Hosiery

eii.-ed- .

H. HAHN

STREET.

CO,

HARDWARE

Foa rth and Railroad Avenue

SEE OUR LINE OF

...SIMON STERN...

NORTH FIRST STREET

AIR BLAST AND ROUND OAK

Tt.-- ni

STEEL RANGES

Heaters

OIL HEATERS

fs.

CARVING SETS, ENAMELED SAVORY ROASTERS, TABLE

t rcrc rvrwiK
HORSE BLANKETS, HARNESS, WINONA WAGONS. TIN;
SHOP IN CONNECTION. STOVES SET UP.

at t

WMBTMIEY

0

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

CO.

iiti

inin

i

ALBUQUERQUE

high-grad-

W1in1fta1ft

COMPANY'
and fietail

-

HARDWARE

0
0

FINE CHINA CUT GLASS
CHAFING DISHES
BAKING DISHES CARVING SETS
SILVER PLATED WARE
'
FOOD CHOPPERS
FINE CUTLERY

'

GO.

HARDWARE

and Water;
Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Supplies Hose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

11

Mail Orders Solicited

;

1 ,

c.

ALBUQUERQUE

Albuquerque,

fir.

"u-ba-

Foortn and Railroad Avenae
THE

EVE ITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

t)li moods, Watcbea, Jewelry, Cat Glaaa, Ciockx. Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

.

15TH
QUAKER
2 LB.
OATS,
PER
PKG '
10c
SCOTCH OATS, PER
PKG 10c
VICTOR OATS. PER
PKG 7c
BANNER OATS, LARGE PKG.,
WITH
CROCKERY
25c
QUAKER OATS, LARGE PKG.,
WITH
CROCKERY
25c
ALBUQUERQUE
CASH
GROCERY
--

CO.,

315 MARBLE

4

AVE.

ROOM 2,
CROMWELL BLOCK.

vStetson vSpeciall
5.00

ESTABLISHED SINCE 1889.
nii p. Syrup
of Kui'alyptus, for
cou.n!i.--, colds, bronchitis, prlro 50-At
.

The lightest, mos.t durable hat on the market
The holiday block just out is now displayed by us.
K. L.

Washhurn

Co.

KuM-.'s-

holooiue oysters
clean,
Whic-h- .fresh.
ticate salt water tang, the
a

ita
true

flavor of the sea the Sealshlpt kind
flabby, slimy, Urulsod,

white oysters,

taating of little else than stale watw

DR. L. H. CHAMBERLAIN,

DENTIST.

$5.00-DERBY$-

190.

Attorney W. B. Chllder veturneel
last night from a professional trip to
THIS STORE SUGCESTS
Ijis Vegas.
of
Niiyne,
M.
Charles
Boys' Knee Pants Suits $3.50 to $8.00
Raton, Is one of today s visitors In
Albtinmrqiie.
Boys' Bloomer 8uita $5.00 to $7.50
&
Dr N. M. Burr, physician for the
nt
Boys' Overcoats $3.50 to $10.00
Santa Ve at Gallup. Is registered
206 W. Gold Avtone
the Alvarado.
Established 1900
Boys' Fancy Hats $1.00 to $2.00
The Retail Merchants' association
Boys' Caps 35c to $1.00
wmv
me
meeting
in
held its regular
Ing building last evening.
Boys 'Douglas Shoes $2.50
hold it!
The Commercial club will evening
ton $6.50
per
Block
American
Genuine
Boys' Sweaters 75c to $3.00
Wednesday
wn
Hunrt rtn
630
Cerrillos Lump
Dec. 19. the succeeding one liclng set
8.50
Anthracite Nut
down for New Year a eve.
9.00
Mixed
Anthracit
Mr. anil Mrs. C. A. Babb, formerl
Anthracite, stove and furnace
cit
In
the
Y.,
arrived
N.
20.000.
of Albanv.
sizes
hist niuht. Mr. Babb was formerl
The will of Corneill B. Strother, de- - Clean Gas Coke
6.00
manager
of
the
was
un
testi
the
taken
and
assistant
WOOD
lie mony of the subscribing witnesses
iwiiei nt Albany and
$2.25
Green Mill wood, per load
comes here to accept an important begun, which was continued until 2 Dry Mill wood, per load
Z.79
recourt
afternoon,
thisclerkship position ai in ah
when
o'clock
3.00
Factory wood, per load
wife,
accom
re
noon
Pmlllln
after
the
and
session
uined
lis
i...in.iii
Cubero.
of
cess.
M.
T.
Otero,
&
panled by Mrs.
W.
George K. Neher was appointed spe- rame in rrom tne wesi m. mum
Phones.
Both
ro.y
Pa
O.
325
Neher.
No.
nt
Willie
ial
West
sruardlan
for
..'in
Mr, and Mrs. Padilla Carrie G. Neher. l.ola A. Neher and
cific avenue.
ne ft on
The Railroad Avenue Clothier
Tu c
enjoyed their honeymoon in southern George M. Neher, to convey certain BEST ROOMS, BEST MEALS, BEST
by
lot
egal
minors
in
held
the
title
California. He is a Drouier oi
KNltts, ota i biiunu,
Garden
1. block 9. of Homestead
Padilla.
- In
613 WEST GOLD AVE.
to
Albuquerque,
Spot
addition
Clifn a Thnmniuin ihll llVPS at
bv quit claim
ton, Ariz., when he Is not traveling f sephlne C. Wllklns.
oi,i,i to in Alliiiniiprnue. Mr. Thomp deed. No bond was required.
son has not been In Clifton since the
recent distant rous flood ami as a
HE HOLY CITY PRO
c,nr.,...nno in tint rertaln whether hi:
Arizona headquarters are in existanec
or not.
DUCED LAST NIGHT
Mrs. Roy McDonald has returned
115-11- 7
jh
home arter a montn s aosence.
McDonald went to Boulder, Colo.,
produc
Flesher
and
Between Railroad nd Ceppr Ave
e
Conrte
The
to visit relatives, tion of "The Holy City." at the Elks
that
word
received
and while there
opera house last night, was met by an
her uncle had died at Northampton.to audience that quite tilled the room.
went
afterwards
Mass., where she
The general expression of opinion
attend the funeral.
was that the company had acquitted
ipcrptnrv
of the ter themselves
r nima
worthily
well
and
arrived
Htnrlnl cattlp sanltarv board,
Luella Morly. as Salome, In addition
UP-TO-DA- TE
here from Kl Paso this morning, after to being blessed by natural beauty
a visit to Phoenix, Ariz., ana uie null and grace, and 1eing gowned appro- c
ing camps at Cananea, sonora,
prate to her character,
played the
Inn un ,1 nthnr nlaratt In that vicinity daughter of Herod with great fidelity
;
re
He' will remain here a day before
One seldom sees a
and strength.
turning to nis nome ai uaa
finer play aaiong the passions than
n w Unit nf T.im Veeas. will sue she gave last night.
lhe other cnur
ceed Harvey 'Moore as chief clerk to acters that stood out prominently
al
were L. R. Martelle as Caiaphas,
Agent Purdy.
Mr. aioore win tim
-k
T TTTJMC1T C fnrr,TS'-;i'- J
tt-t-- tt
a
n hiu niH nnultlnn st the claim desk ter M. Sherwln In the dual role of
M- Unvt has impn r traveling audi John the Baptist, who lacked the
tor on the New Mexico division for powerful, rugged vigor of the Bibll
& number
of yturs. He is n member cal John, and Judas Iscarlot, whose
of thn local shrine and will be wei remorse, in the fourth act, was mas
Edgar Jones, as the young
corned to Albuquerque by a large terful.
Roman patrician, was given many
number of old friends.
UurLort Slisnrpr oHltnr of the Na beautiful lines, whlclh might have
tional Farm Press, a monthly journal been 'heightened by a better voice
devoted to agriculture puuusneu
"Did yoti ever - get any free ad
Chicago,' III., writes me bureau oi imvice
irom a lawyer? '
Albuquer
visit
will
migration that he
"Yes, many a time, but I've no
mm. I.HH Veins and Santa Fe shortly,
fn Iho numnw f UO it :11c himself Oil ticed he was always ths lawyer."
New Mexico's agricultural condition
Make your friends
and relatives
and to obtain a tract oi land irom
comfortable
for a whole year by pre
extent
for
the
In
5,00(1
acres
to
senting them at Christmas
with a
purpose of colonizing same.
e
pair of our- dainty,
knit
Anconclona Baca, the
slippers. They come in black or red
daughter of Juan Bacu. who resides
cost In' women's sizes only $1.00
at 1893 South Third street, died of and
In men's sizes $1.50.
C. May's
nneiimonla this morninK at 10 o'clock. and
of Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad ave
Juan Tinea. Is u brother-in-laKslavln Viirll. former superintendent nue.
of Bernalillo
of nublic instruction
CHAS. CONROY
county. The funeral will be held to
morrow morninir at the Sacred Heart
Has opened the Highland meat mar
church.
Nine o'clock is the hour. ket
Is ready to serve all comers
Burial will be at San Jose cemetery. with and
all kinds
fresh
salt meats
come fish, oysters, of poultry,and etc.
"Albuciueraue Deople. won't
Both
Fittings-Ste- am
is 'phones.
down town when the weather
Quick delivery and firstinir" l(x'lnrpri a. merchait class glKMlS.
thla moraine when asked about his
Christmas trade. "If if is raining or
THE MAZE.
snowing, shoppers will brave the elements, but they absolutely refuse to
Will show one of the best assorted
appear when the weather Is threaten- stocks of holiday goods to be found
Why, in town.
ing like it was yesterday.
anything doing at Tiny dressed dolls, for
scarcely
was
there
01c
,
..
.
1.W.1...1
I.
ail yesieniuy, jubi uvcamw
doll, glnch body, bissue
Dressed
like rain or snow all lay. It's a peturnlag head, glass eyes excullarlty oi Aliiuquerque ioik.
posed toeth, long waving hair,
'
jointed elbows end hips, . .only 25c
an.tlmr nt Al- II ... LIU. ,i ... I, I
lmquerque'8 old time reN. dents, p&hs- - Dressed doll, 23 Inches, stuffed
lody, natural eyes, cheese cloth
Hum band.
.
Mitt. 'no. aia auiia
dress in combination colors
the
WHS
in
iitr.pt
Mrs.
I.ott
tri'M
with lace, large poke bonnet, a
mouth rirmt trmt .
113, 1t9,
New
seventy-sixt- h
year of her age and had
rirmtmtrmmt
lzrgt showv doll, only
tot, Jot, north
75c
year.
1.1
over
a
Don't delay buying your tree ortor
been
tier
and three daughters. Mrs. W'm.
pick
naniet8, get the first
K. Ro&ers and Mrs. ingnarv oi ai
06c
each 1 to
butaergne, and Mrs. k. h. cummins
We want more sales ladies.
of Kl Paso remain to mourn her loss
The funeral services weru held this
THE MAZE.
afternoon from the Borders chapel
Wm. KIEKE, Proprietor.
'Mrs. Nestor Armllo. wife of the
EMra fltw line of fish. Klit'll fisli
prominent business man and poll- ifc.Vl3R.VOOD
W1
Highland
Meat
ic'nn of Ins Truer, who is now in and meats a I th
MfAl I
t
a
thml Minn hnsr.ltal for SUrzt Market.
cal atienr'on. is jcrorte.; to be in a
INVEST
DOLLAR
ONE
AND
serious condition, i at news was
here yesterday by Sheriff Per-f.v- l SAVE 25 CENTS; THAT'S GOOD
Armllo fhroneh a telegram from BUSINESS.
HERE IS THE WAY:
his daughter. Mrs. A. W. Kimball of
NIGHT,
TILL SATURDAY
THE
91, ruui.

rrr

Jewelers

lit Your Wmtchma for Kmomlr

THE ARCH FRONT.

We can save you money

.1
s. Howie, town clerk of (lallu
Is In the city on bimlnoss.
J. O. Welfh f HawMin Is fmong
the visitor In the Huko City toduy.
Murphy, the hide buyer, left
I)
Flag-stafon the flyer at noon today rTr

u...r

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.

The

Believe Us

12,

'-5-

$1.75, $2.00, $2.25

GEO. W. HICKOX.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

ADVISEMENT

UDGE ABBOTT CONFER9 WITH
DISTRICT ATTORNEY REGARD
ING SUSPENDED SENTENCE.

TRAIN ARRIVALS.
No. 1 On time.
No. 7 On time.
11:H5 u. in.
No.
No. 88:30 p. m.
No. 4 On time.

That Please

OITIZEH,

SALAZAR'S CASES

LOCAL AND

A

EVENING

'ALBUQUERQUE

PAGS EIGHT

.

the tub kind.
and preservatives
of pure white enamel smooth
case
a
kWhic- h- ckan and wholesome, scaled a ad im
Carrier,
bedded in ice In it

or

stale juices
and impure water, with a loose cover
.
and an odor of formaldehyda?
more
you
apiwals
word,
as
a
the
to
Which- - J2
palatable, appetising and sanitary
a

wooden tub, soggy with

.

FEE'S

PEERLESS HOME-MADCANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
STORE.
DR. J. E. KRAFT. FORMERLY LO
CATED IN THE GRANT BUILDING,
HAS REMOVED TO ROOMS 2 AND
3.
BUILDING
BARNETT
OVER
O'REILLY'S DRUG 8TORE.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
.

AT

COLOMBO HALL

tdmissloi 50c

TMK
DANCING SCHOOL
Ladles Free

-

Sealshipt Oysters or the Tub Kind?
Sealshlpt Oysters Fresh Dally

Mexico

0

0
0O
0
0
0

